FALL 2018

Dear Bookseller,
Three years ago we signed up one of the world’s most influential chefs,
René Redzepi of restaurant noma, and for three years we’ve patiently waited
to say this out loud: Announcing Foundations of Flavor: The Noma Guide
to Fermentation, the first of three technique-driven cookbooks that reveals the
thinking of this groundbreaking chef and the secret sauce behind noma, the
restaurant four times recognized as the world’s best by the World’s 50 Best
Restaurants. Additionally, we’re launching the first in a series of books inspired
by Redzepi’s annual MAD conference. The first volume, You and I Eat the Same,
is edited by Chris Ying of Lucky Peach and features a foreword and essay from
Redzepi, along with contributions from dozens of other food luminaries.
And that’s just for starters. Coming off Artisan’s best year ever, 2017,
we have probably the strongest fall lineup in our history. In addition to our
noma program, we’re publishing Estela, the first cookbook by Ignacio Mattos,
considered by many (including Esquire) to be America’s best chef. A funky
casual bistro in downtown New York, Estela is the restaurant Barack and
Michelle Obama chose for a rare date night during his presidency. Mattos’s food
has been described as “hitting you right there.” It’s layered, surprising, bright,
and delicious, perfect for home cooks looking to turn up the flavor.
Also for food lovers, we have an exceptional gift—Let’s Eat France!, an
obsessively complete, 432-page visual encyclopedia of French food that is
impossible to put down. I Am a Filipino is the first great book about Filipino
food, which, as the New York Times just told us, is trending into “its place in the
American mainstream.” And our series of Artisanal Kitchen gift cookbooks
returns with three titles adapted from the Back in the Day Bakery bestsellers.
As you know, we’ve deliberately pushed Artisan into categories beyond food,
and this fall is no exception. For the creative entrepreneur, The Eye—from the
founder and editor in chief of Kinfolk—reveals in 40 interviews how some of our
most influential creative directors developed their vision, and the second issue
of Grace Bonney’s Good Company is just as inspiring as the first. For gardeners
and crafters, Terrain is a hardworking, project-based book on living with nature
from the creative team behind the nationally known gardening and lifestyle
brand. And we have a category killer for brides-to-be with Modern Wedding, a
highly visual, very practical, altogether inspirational guide to creating a wedding
that feels like you.
And puppies! Yes, The Dogist Puppies is now in paperback, with an
irresistible cover (and price). Woof !
Warmly,
Lia Ronnen, Publisher and Editorial Director
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NEW RELEA SES

Foundations of Flavor:
The Noma Guide to
Fermentation
RENÉ REDZEPI AND DAVID ZILBER
One of the world’s most influential chefs on one of the
most important food topics of the day

• National television interviews
• National radio and podcast interviews
• Major features in food, science, and innovation
publications
• 10-city author tour
• Copromotion with noma
• Social media partnership with
@reneredzepinoma (608K followers) and
@nomacph (437K followers)
• Targeted outreach to chefs and scientists
• Digital marketing campaign
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R E N É R E DZ E P I is the chef and co-owner of noma in
Copenhagen, four times recognized as the world’s best by
the World’s 50 Best Restaurants. Redzepi has twice
appeared on the cover of Time magazine (and been named
one of Time’s 100 Most Influential People in the World); been
featured in publications from the New York Times to Wired;
and been profiled in two feature-length documentaries and
countless national and international media outlets. His first
book, Noma: Time and Place in Nordic Cuisine, an IACP and
James Beard Award winner, has over 150,000 copies in print.
He is also the author of A Work in Progress. He lives with his
wife, Nadine Levy Redzepi, and their three children. Find him
on Instagram @reneredzepinoma and @nomacph.
DAV I D Z I L B E R is a chef and photographer who hails
from Toronto, Canada. He has cooked from coast to coast
across North America, most notably as a sous-chef at
Hawksworth Restaurant in Vancouver. He has worked at
noma since 2014 and has served as director of its
fermentation lab since 2016. He enjoys Jamaican patties
and quantum physics. Find him on Instagram
@david_zilber.

Author photo © Laura Lajh Prijatelj (Redzepi); Evan Sung (Zilber)

marketing & publicity

At noma—four times named the world’s best restaurant—every dish includes some
form of fermentation, whether it’s a bright hit of vinegar, a deeply savory miso, an
electrifying drop of garum, or the sweet intensity of black garlic. Fermentation is one
of the foundations behind noma’s extraordinary flavor profiles.
Now René Redzepi, chef and co-owner of noma, and David Zilber, the chef
who runs the restaurant’s acclaimed fermentation lab, share never-beforerevealed techniques to creating noma’s extensive pantry of ferments. And
they do so with a book conceived specifically to share their knowledge and
techniques with home cooks. With more than 750 full-color photographs, most
of them step-by-step how-tos, and with every recipe approachably written
and meticulously tested, Foundations of Flavor: The Noma Guide to Fermentation
takes readers far beyond the typical kimchi and sauerkraut to include koji,
kombuchas, shoyus, misos, lacto-ferments, vinegars, garums, and black fruits
and vegetables. And—perhaps even more important—it shows how to use
these game-changing pantry ingredients in 100 original talk recipes.
Fermentation is already building as the most significant new direction in
food (and health). With Foundations of Flavor: The Noma Guide to Fermentation,
it’s about to be taken to a whole new level.

“People have always
associated noma closely
with wild food and
foraging, but the truth is
that the defining pillar
of noma is fermentation.
Fermentation isn’t
responsible for one
specific taste at noma—
it’s responsible for
improving everything.”
—René Redzepi
Wild Rose Kombucha

Whiskey Vinegar

Step-by-step information on
making and cooking with:
Lacto-Fermented
Fruits and Vegetables
Kombuchas
Vinegars
Koji
Misos and Peasos
Shoyus
Garums
Black Fruits and Vegetables
Barley Koji

Beef Garum

Lacto-Fermented Blueberries

Masa Miso

Black Garlic

NEW RELEA SES

You and I Eat the Same
On the Countless Ways Food and
Cooking Connect Us to One Another
(MAD Dispatches, Volume 1)
CHRIS YING AND RENÉ REDZEPI
Announcing a new series of books for readers seeking a
deeper engagement with food and the world around us
Dispatches is the inspired and ambitious collaboration between MAD, the
international nonprofit organization founded by René Redzepi, the chef and
co-owner of noma, and Lucky Peach cofounder and editor in chief Chris Ying.
Each edition of this new series of single-subject books will encourage readers
to think about food in new ways and take action to make food better. Each book
will unpack a single urgent and interesting topic, from the history of creative
cooking to farming in a world changed by global warming.
The first book—You and I Eat the Same—proposes that immigration is
fundamental to cuisine, and that good food is the common ground between
different cultures. The book comprises long-form writing about the ways in
which immigration has shaped food, and shorter features that point to our
similarities, including the many ways we wrap meat in flatbreads, a basic primer
on fire, and a catalog of all the species of animals that we eat. Dispatches is
poised to take all our ideas about food to the next level.

marketing & publicity
• National television interviews

C H R I S Y I N G is the cofounder and former editor in chief of
Lucky Peach. He has written and edited numerous books
about food and other topics.

• National radio and podcast interviews
• Features in food and culture outlets
• Media launch at August 2018 MAD Symposium

• 10-city author tour

AUGUST 2018
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R E N É R E DZ E P I is the chef and co-owner of noma
in Copenhagen, Denmark. Widely considered one of the
most influential chefs in the world, he is a coauthor of
Foundations of Flavor: The Noma Guide to Fermentation
(see page 2).

M A D (Danish for “food”) is a nonprofit dedicated to bringing
together a global food community with an appetite for change.
Food is inseparable from some of the most pressing global
challenges of our time, and MAD’s focus is to help inspire,
educate, and find creative solutions that make a real and
sustainable difference in restaurants, communities, and the
world at large.

Author photo © Jami Witek (Ying); Laura Lajh Prijatelj (Redzepi)

• Social media partnership with @themadfeed
(63K followers)

Contents Include:
Everybody Wraps
Meat in Flatbread

Whether it’s tacos in Mexico, dosas in India,
rice rolls in Vietnam, or pigs in a blanket in
America, the ubiquitous practice of wrapping
protein in some kind of starch-based wrap
has to do with convenience, portability, local
grains, and deliciousness.

One Seed Rules Them All: Sesame is
essential to the flavors of many disparate
cuisines, including those of the Middle East,
Asia, and the United States. How did this
seed, which comes from India, come to mean
so much to so many different people? Writer
Tienlon Ho explains.

Food Is a Gateway

San Francisco’s La Cocina is a nonprofit
organization that helps immigrant women start
and run food businesses. We’ve collected
oral histories from three of their most
successful participants.

Fried Chicken Is Universal: Osayi Endolyn
investigates the history of fried chicken,
discusses its incredible appeal, and follows
along as New Zealand–born chef Morgan
McGlone brings Nashville hot chicken from
the American South to Australia.
Food Changes: Novelist Rachel Khong
captures the oral history of Tony Tan, a chef,
teacher, and writer who has spent the past
decade educating Australians about the
history and context of Asian food.
The Good Stuff Doesn’t Sit Still
A profile of Tangor Tan, whose job at the
Istanbul restaurant Mikla is to travel constantly
around the Anatolia region in search of
artisans making extraordinary products.
Leaves Keep Things Steamy: An
examination of the long-standing tradition of
steaming food wrapped in leaves—another
incredibly common culinary technique found
all over the world.
People Will Eat Anything: An abbreviated
inventory of all the animals that people eat.

Much Depends on How You Hold Your
Fork: A profile of writer Margaret Visser
and her books about dining culture explores
how all cultures—no matter how unalike they
seem—share the common ritual of dining.
Mexican Cheese Is Mennonite Cheese:
Michael Snyder spends time with Mennonite
families in Mexico, where, despite the
community’s best efforts to stay separated
from society, they’ve found that there is no
way to prevent cultures from mingling.
All Food Will Be Poop: No matter what it
is or where you are, food consists of the same
basic molecules. This infographic feature
breaks down how the digestive system (aka
the Great Equalizer) turns three disparate
foods into the same thing.
Curry Grows Wherever It Goes: Writer
Ben Mervis investigates how curry came to be
an intrinsic part of British cuisine and profiles
a chef in Scotland who is adding not only to
the local culinary scene but also to the fabric
of the local community.
Your Fire and My Fire Burn the Same:
Fire is a universal technology that even
some of the most accomplished chefs don’t
understand on a basic scientific level. Flavor
scientist Arielle Johnson explains how fire is
the same wherever you are.

If It Does Well Here,
It Belongs Here

René Redzepi on the value of keeping your
eyes open, learning from others, why he
started doing pop-ups with noma, and his
own history of migration.

Culinary Difference Makes a Difference:
Sociologist Krishnendu Ray on the ways in
which our interactions with immigrant cuisines
reflect and affect our society.
There Is No Such Thing as a Nonethnic
Restaurant: Food historian Paul Freedman
on the peculiar American fascination with
“ethnic” restaurants, and whether a nonethnic,
“normal” cuisine even exists.
Cilantro Is a Chameleon: Cilantro, like
sesame, has a distinct flavor yet plays a
significant part in a variety of cuisines—
including Mexican, Thai, Chinese, Vietnamese,
Indian, and Iranian. This short feature shows
how different people can feel ownership over
the same flavor.
We All Want a Good Story: Mongolian
barbecue, Danish pastries, Chinese chicken
salad . . . we have a tendency to describe
foods by ethnicity. Why is that? Luke Tsai
dissects the phenomenon and attempts to
explain what it is that drives us to assign
narratives to our food.

NEW RELEA SES

Estela
IGNACIO MATTOS
WITH GABE ULLA AND THOMAS CARTER

The much-anticipated debut from Esquire’s Chef of the Year,
who runs one of the world’s 50 best restaurants
One flight up, in a narrow, bustling bistro overlooking the chaos of one of New
York’s busiest downtown streets, Ignacio Mattos serves some of the best food
on the planet to throngs of loyals and locals, visiting celebrities (including
presidents), out-of-town pilgrims, and everyone else curious for a taste of Estela.
And what exactly are they tasting? Nothing too fancy, nothing molecular or
precious or hyperseasonal, but food that hits you right there. Food that is bold,
bright, layered, playful, and surprising. Food that bursts to life in your mouth.
And thanks to Estela, it’s food that you can easily make at home. Estela
teaches us how to think like Ignacio Mattos—how to look at something as
ordinary as a button mushroom and make it extraordinary (shaved thin over
dumplings) or as familiar as burrata and transform it (with a pool of juiced
herby greens and charred bread). Revealed here are the sources of so many of
Estela’s surprising pops of flavor—the vinegars, citruses, and pickling broths.
The aesthetic and practical reasons for presenting foods in neat circles. And
the two Fs that are pillars of Ignacio’s approach to conceiving dishes: “Focus,”
meaning only one or two main ingredients and a small supporting cast, and
“F**kup Proof,” his technique of composing a dish so that every bite is a piece of
the whole, carrying its electric marriage of flavors and textures.
Estela presents the complete roster of the restaurant’s great dishes and a
new relaxed, creative approach to cooking.

marketing & publicity
• Major features in food, lifestyle, and
men’s publications
• 8-city author tour
• Targeted outreach to culinary and lifestyle
bigmouths
• Social media campaign in partnership with
@estelanyc
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I G N AC I O M AT T O S , a four-time James Beard
Award nominee, grew up in Uruguay, where his first
mentor was his grandmother. He gained proficiency in
professional kitchens at an early age, working in Buenos
Aires, São Paulo, and far-flung places with Francis
Mallmann, and then built on those skills at Zuni Café
and Chez Panisse. Moving east, he was chef at Il Buco
for five years before striking out on his own. In addition
to Estela, he and his business partner, Thomas Carter,
own Café Altro Paradiso and run the Flora Bar and Flora
Coffee at the Met Breuer in New York City. Find him on
Instagram @ignaciomattos and @estelanyc.

Author photo © Tuukka Koski
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Ricotta Dumplings with
Mushrooms and Pecorino Sardo

Egg Salad, Spiced Almonds,
Marinated Olives, and Rye Crackers

Lamb Ribs with
“Chermoula” and Honey

In this book,
readers will find:
• Surprise and delight, with playful
layering and veiling—what you see
isn’t what you get
• New techniques to make meals
brighter, lighter, positively electric
• Recipes that make the ordinary
extraordinary—each taste is
transporting
• Simple lessons for more confident
and creative cooking
Chocolate Cake with
Whipped Cream

Celery Salad with Mint
and Formaggio di Fossa

Cherry Tomatoes with
Dried Shrimp Flakes and Garlic

“Romesco”

Burrata, “Salsa Verde,”
and Charred Bread

NEW RELEA SES

The Eye
How the World’s Most
Influential Creative Directors
Develop Their Vision
NATHAN WILLIAMS
Inspiring, in-depth profiles of 80 leading creative directors

marketing & publicity

They’re often behind the scenes, letting their work take center stage. But now
Nathan Williams, founder and editor in chief of Kinfolk magazine and author
of The Kinfolk Table, The Kinfolk Home, and The Kinfolk Entrepreneur—with over
250,000 copies in print combined—brings 80 of the most iconic and influential
creative directors into the spotlight.
In The Eye, we meet fashion designers like Dries Van Noten and Kris Van
Assche. Directors like Spike Jonze and Melina Matsoukas. Tastemakers like
Grace Coddington and Linda Rodin. We learn about the books they read,
the mentors who guided them, their individual techniques for achieving
success. We learn how they developed their eye—and how they’ve used it
to communicate visual ideas that have captured generations and will shape
the future. As an entrepreneur whose own work is defined by its specific
and instantly recognizable aesthetic, Nathan Williams has a unique vision of
contemporary culture that will make this an invaluable book for art directors,
designers, photographers, stylists, and any creative professionals seeking
inspiration and advice.

• National feature coverage in art, fashion, design,
and cultural outlets
• Targeted outreach to creative directors
• Gift guide features
• Social media campaign with Kinfolk’s social
channels, including Instagram (1.3 million
followers) and Facebook (355K)
• Promotion in Kinfolk magazine
• Digital marketing campaign to include Instagram
advertising

200 color photographs
448 pages
8K" x 11K"
Paper-over-board
$45.00 ($68.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-839-7
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N AT H A N W I L L I A M S is the author of The Kinfolk
Table, The Kinfolk Home, and The Kinfolk Entrepreneur.
He is also the founder and editor in chief of Kinfolk, a
quarterly magazine that since 2011 has been a
leading lifestyle authority, delving deeply into home,
work, style, and culture and connecting a global
community of creative professionals. He lives in
Copenhagen, Denmark. Find him on Instagram
@nathanwilliams and @kinfolk.

Author photo © Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen
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Inspiring, in-depth profiles of 80 leading and
legendary creative directors, including:
GRACE CODDINGTON,
creative director at large, Vogue

VANESSA TRAINA,
founder and creative director,
The Line and Assembled Brands

JONATHAN ANDERSON,
designer and creative director,
Loewe and JW Anderson

STEFANO PILATI,
head of design, Ermenegildo Zegna

THOM BROWNE,
founder and head designer, Thom Browne

BOUCHRA JARRAR,
fashion designer and couturier

CHRIS DERCON,
art historian and curator, Tate Modern and
Volksbühne Berlin

THOMAS PERSSON,
editor and creative director,
Luncheon and Acne Paper

AURÉLIE DUPONT,
ballerina and director, Paris Opera Ballet

ERDEM MORALIOGLU,
designer and founder, Erdem

YOHJI YAMAMOTO,
designer and founder, Yohji Yamamoto

KRIS MORAN,
production designer for
Wes Anderson’s films

DRIES VAN NOTEN,
designer and founder, Dries Van Noten
WAYNE McGREGOR,
artistic director, Wayne McGregor Studio,
and resident choreographer, Royal Ballet
STEFANO TONCHI,
editor, W

LERNERT ENGELBERTS
AND SANDER PLUG,
creative directors, Lernert & Sander
MARGARET HOWELL,
fashion designer and founder,
Margaret Howell

STEFAN SAGMEISTER
AND JESSICA WALSH,
graphic designers and cofounders,
Sagmeister & Walsh
MARIE-AMÉLIE SAUVÉ,
fashion editor and creative
director, Mastermind
ANDY SPADE,
entrepreneur and cofounder,
Partners & Spade
KUCHAR SWARA,
cofounder and creative director, Port
CLARE WAIGHT KELLER,
artistic director, Givenchy
JOE AND CHARLIE
CASELY-HAYFORD,
designers and cofounders, Casely-Hayford
TELFAR CLEMENS,
fashion designer, Telfar
RUBA ABU-NIMAH,
creative director, Elle

ALONZO KING,
choreographer and founder, Lines Ballet

VERONICA DITTING,
creative director, The Gentlewoman

JOERG KOCH,
founder and editor in chief, 032c

GARANCE DORÉ,
photographer

KRIS VAN ASSCHE,
artistic director, Dior Homme

MELINA MATSOUKAS,
music video director for
Rihanna and Beyoncé

FABIEN BARON,
editorial director, Interview

DEV HYNES,
musician and music producer,
Blood Orange

CAMILLA NICKERSON,
fashion editor, Vogue

TODD TOURSO,
Beyoncé’s creative director
SPIKE JONZE,
filmmaker

CAROL LIM AND
HUMBERTO LEON,
creative directors, Kenzo

LUCAS OSSENDRIJVER,
head of menswear, Lanvin
LINDA RODIN,
stylist and founder, Rodin Olio Lusso

MIRKO BORSCHE,
founder, Bureau Mirko Borshe
FRANCK DURAND,
creative director, Holiday
ALEXANDRE DE BETAK,
fashion show director and producer

A L S O BY NAT H A N W I L L I A M S • See page 41

The Kinfolk Entrepreneur
65,000 COPIES IN PRINT

$35.00 ($53.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-758-1 • No. 85758

The Kinfolk Home
100,000 COPIES IN PRINT

$35.00 ($53.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-665-2 • No. 85665

The Kinfolk Table
123,000 COPIES IN PRINT

$35.00 ($53.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-532-7 • No. 85532

NEW RELEA SES

Good Company Issue 2
The Fear(less) Issue
ISSUE 1
COVER

GRACE BONNEY
A biannual journal of inspiration, community, and practical
advice for creative women

marketing & publicity

Published last season in the wake of her continuing bestseller In the Company of
Women, Grace Bonney’s Good Company is the innovative and supportive journal
for women and nonbinary creatives at every stage of life, founded on the power
of inclusivity, diversity, and celebrating the differences that unite. Its mission is
to provide motivation, inspiration, advice, and a vital sense of connection and
community. Sharing everything from overarching philosophy and pep talks to
useful, targeted advice, the debut Community Issue brought together diverse
voices (including Tavi Gevinson, Cynthia Erivo, Julia Turshen, Emma Straub,
Ashley C. Ford, and Beejoli Shah) and experiences (from woodworkers, tattoo
artists, bakers, mental health advocates, designers, and more).
The Fear(less) Issue continues Good Company’s mission to provide an
energetic and highly stimulating place to connect, learn, grow, and work
through the challenges that women across the spectrum experience in pursuing
their passions and dreams. The Fear(less) Issue focuses on the subject at the
heart of any kind of ambition: failure. We all fail—but it’s how we fail, and how
we recover, that separates a positive experience from a negative one. This issue
shares words, stories, life lessons, and more as it explores something we all
shun, yet which has a power unlike any other to help us succeed.

• National radio and podcast interviews
• Satellite media tour
• Social media campaign in partnership with
Design Sponge’s Instagram and Facebook
channels (more than 1.2 million followers)
• Targeted outreach to female empowerment and
creative industry influencers
• 8-city author tour
• Digital marketing campaign to include Instagram
advertising

75 color photographs
168 pages
8N" x 10N"
Paperback
$18.00 ($26.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-861-8
No. 85861
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G R AC E B O N N E Y is the author of the bestselling
books In the Company of Women and Design*Sponge at
Home and the founder of Design*Sponge, a daily website
dedicated to the creative community, which currently
reaches nearly 2 million readers per day. She also runs
an annual scholarship for up-and-coming designers,
writes a free business column for creatives, and is the
host of a weekly podcast, After the Jump, which reaches
over 500,000 listeners per episode. Bonney lives in New
York’s Hudson Valley with her wife and their three pets.
Find her on Instagram @designsponge.

Author photo © Sasha Israel
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THE NEXT STEP IN AN INSPIRING MOVEMENT FROM
GRACE BONNEY, AUTHOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN

Insightful interviews with
trailblazing business owners

Illustrated essays
and features

In-depth stories from
inspirational leaders

Also by Grace Bonney

In the Company of Women • See page 41

200,000 COPIES IN PRINT

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-597-6 • No. 85597

NEW RELEA SES

I Am a Filipino
And This Is How We Cook
NICOLE PONSECA AND
MIGUEL TRINIDAD
Get ready to discover the next great Asian cuisine

marketing & publicity
• National feature coverage in food, travel, and
lifestyle outlets
• Targeted outreach to women-owned business
advocates

Filipino food is having its moment. Sour, sweet, funky, fatty, bright, rich, tangy,
bold—no wonder adventurous eaters like Anthony Bourdain consider Filipino
food “the next big thing.” But so do more mainstream food lovers—Vogue
declares it “the next great American cuisine.” Filipinos are the second-largest
Asian population in America, and finally, after embracing Chinese, Japanese,
Thai, and Vietnamese food, we’re ready to eat like a Filipino. And ready to cook
like one, too. Written by trailblazing restaurateurs Nicole Ponseca and Miguel
Trinidad, I Am a Filipino is a cookbook of modern Filipino recipes that captures
the unexpected and addictive flavors of this vibrant and diverse cuisine.
The techniques (including braising, boiling, and grilling) are simple, the
ingredients are readily available, and the results are extraordinary. There are
puckeringly sour adobos with meat so tender you can cut it with a spoon,
along with other national dishes like kare-kare (oxtail stew) and kinilaw (fresh
seafood dressed in coconut milk and ginger). There are Chinese-influenced
pansit (noodle dishes) and lumpia (spring rolls); Arab-inflected Islamic cuisine,
with its layered spicy curries; and dishes that reflect the tastes and ingredients
of the Spaniards, Mexicans, and Americans who came to the Philippines and
stayed. Included are beloved fried street snacks like ukoy (fritters), and an
array of sweets and treats called meryenda. Filled with suitably bold and bright
photographs, I Am a Filipino is like a classic kamayan dinner—one long, festive
table piled high with food: Just dig in!

• 8-city author tour
• Copromotion with Philippines Department of
Tourism
• Artisan Cookbook Club promotion for
booksellers
• Buzz mailing to prominent Filipinos
• Social media advertising

100 color photographs
304 pages
7K" x 10K"
Paper-over-board
$35.00 ($53.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-767-3
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N I CO L E P O N S E C A is the founder and creative
director of Maharlika and Jeepney restaurants in New
York City. A native of San Diego, Ponseca moved to New
York to pursue a career in advertising but found her true
calling upon discovering a lack of authentic Filipino food
in the city and deciding to do something about it.
Together with chef M I G U E L T R I N I DA D, she
opened Maharlika in 2011 and Jeepney one year later.
Both authors live in New York City. Find them on
Instagram @nicoleponseca and @chefmigsnyc.

Author photo © Cocoy Ventura

OCTOBER 2018

MORE THAN
85 CLASSIC AND MODERN
FILIPINO DISHES

Flavorful adobos,
spicy curries,
noodles, seafood,
fresh vegetables,
tiki cocktails,
and more!

NEW RELEA SES

Terrain
A Guide to Living with Nature
GREG LEHMKUHL
AND THE GARDENERS AT TERRAIN

The ultimate resource for the intersection of nature and design

marketing & publicity
• National feature coverage in gardening,
home, lifestyle, and shelter publications
• National and local TV appearances

Founded in a historic nursery in southeast Pennsylvania, Terrain is a nationally
renowned garden, home, and lifestyle brand with an entirely fresh approach
to living with nature. It’s an approach that bridges the gap between home and
garden, the indoors and the outdoors. An approach that embraces decorating
with plants and inviting the garden into every living space.
Terrain, the book, not only captures the brand’s unique and lushly appealing
sensibility in over 450 beautiful photographs but also shows, in project after
project, tip after tip, how to live with nature at home. Here are ideas for flower
arranging beyond the expected bouquet, using branches and wild blooms, seed
heads and bulbs. Ten colorful container gardens inspired by painterly palettes.
Dozens of ideas for making wreaths out of vines, dried stems, evergreens, and
fresh leaves and fern fronds (which you learn to preserve in glycerin). Here
are secrets for forcing branches to bloom in the middle of winter. Decorating
with heirloom pumpkins, including turning them into tabletop planters. Simple
touches—like massing high-summer hydrangeas into weathered baskets and
scattering them around the patio—and more involved projects, including taking
inspiration from Scandinavia and Britain to create a truly natural Christmas.
With inspiration for every season, Terrain blurs the indoors and out to bring
the subtle and surprising joys of nature into our lives every day.

• BEA giveaway promotion
• Regular features on ShopTerrain.com
• Targeted outreach to garden and design
influencers
• Hands-on workshop events in CA, CT, NY,
PA, and more
• Social media campaign in partnership
with Terrain

SEPTEMBER 2018
450 color photographs
400 pages
8" x 11"
Paper-over-board
$35.00 ($53.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-807-6
No. 85807
DECORATING/FLOWER ARRANGING
53500

9
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G R E G L E H M K U H L is the creative director of
Terrain—a garden, home, and outdoor lifestyle brand
from the team behind Anthropologie. Founded in 2008
on the site of a hundred-year-old nursery in Glen Mills,
PA, Terrain now has a second store in Westport, CT—
both stores feature an on-site nursery, home store, and
café—as well as shops within two California
Anthropologie locations, and will soon open five more
stores (two stand-alone stores and three inside
Anthropologie stores across the country). Terrain has
been featured on Today and CBS’s Sunday Morning and
in a wide range of national publications, including the
New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, Vanity Fair,
Vogue, Martha Stewart Living, Elle Décor, and InStyle.

Author photo © Terrain

• Holiday catalog advertising

Featuring hundreds of
inspirational ideas
to bring nature into
your home and style
into your garden

NEW RELEA SES

Let’s Eat France!
1,250 Specialty Foods, 375 Iconic Recipes,
350 Topics, 260 Personalities, plus Hundreds
of Maps, Charts, Tricks, Tips and Anecdotes
and Everything Else You Want to Know
About the Food of France
FRANÇOIS-RÉGIS GAUDRY
AND FRIENDS

The most joyful, most colorful, most compulsively readable
French food bible

marketing & publicity
• Wall-to-wall national magazine and
gift guide features
• BEA poster giveaway
• Partnerships with French culinary and
lifestyle brands

There’s never been a book about food like Let’s Eat France! A book that feels
literally larger than life, it is a feast for food lovers and Francophiles, combining
the completist virtues of an encyclopedia and the obsessive visual pleasures of
infographics with an enthusiast’s unbridled joy.
Here are classic recipes, including how to make a pot-au-feu, eight
essential composed salads, pâté en croûte, blanquette de veau, choucroute, and
the best ratatouille. Profiles of French food icons like Colette and Curnonsky,
Brillat-Savarin and Bocuse, the Troigros dynasty and Victor Hugo. A region-byregion index of each area’s famed cheeses, charcuterie, and recipes. Poster-size
guides to the breads of France, the wines of France, the oysters of France—even
the frites of France. You’ll meet endive, the belle of the north; discover the
croissant timeline; understand the art of tartare; find a chart of wine bottle
sizes, from the tiny split to the Nebuchadnezzar (the equivalent of 20 standard
bottles); and follow the family tree of French sauces.
Adding to the overall delight of the book is the random arrangement of its
content (a tutorial on mayonnaise is next to a list of places where Balzac ate),
making each page a found treasure. It’s a book you’ll open anywhere—and
never want to close.

• Targeted outreach to culinary and
Francophile bigmouths
• Holiday catalog advertising

Hundreds of photographs and illustrations
432 pages
9K" x 12Y"
Paper-over-board
$50.00 ($75.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-876-2
No. 85876
COOKING/TRAVEL/HISTORY
55000

9
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F R A N ÇO I S - R É G I S G AU D RY is a French food
critic and host of the show On va déguster on the French
public radio channel Inter France. He is also a food
journalist at L’Express and the host of Très très bon on
French television channel Paris Première. He lives in
Paris. Find him on Instagram @fgaudry.

Author photo © Marielle Gaudry

OCTOBER 2018

Everything There Is to Know About
the Culinary World of France
« 1,250 FOODS

375 RECIPES »

« 260 PERSONALITIES

HUNDREDS OF CHARTS,
TIPS, AND MAPS »

NEW RELEA SES

Modern Wedding
Creating a Celebration That Looks
and Feels Like You
KELSEY McKINNON
At last, a guide to planning a wedding that reflects how we live
and entertain today
The secret to planning a deeply personal and meaningful wedding has nothing
to do with budget. It’s about creating a celebration that reflects a couple’s core
values. Translating those values is the work of Modern Wedding, an informationfilled guide with hundreds of creative ideas and beautiful, inspiring photographs
for readers to look at and say, “This feels like us.”
The book unpacks every element of a wedding—stationery, attire, seating
plans, flowers and tablescapes, food and drink, gifts—with examples that will
appeal to couples who care about how things are made but are not overly
influenced by trends. The emphasis is on natural surroundings, seasonal
flowers and food, modern dresses, minimalist ceremony structures, and naked
cakes. Photographs of real weddings—“case studies” like a destination fete in
Tuscany, a house party in Brooklyn, and a New Agey revel in Kauai—show how
all the pieces can come together into a unique and expressive whole. Extensive
practical information and resources give readers access to all the help they
need for their own unique celebration.

marketing & publicity
• National feature coverage in women’s, lifestyle,
and wedding publications
• Targeted outreach to wedding industry Instagram
influencers
• Partnerships with bridal brands
• Digital marketing campaign

400 color photographs
368 pages
8" x 11"
Paper-over-board
$40.00 ($60.00 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-775-8
No. 85775
WEDDINGS
54000

9

781579 657758
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K E L S E Y M C K I N N O N grew up in Chicago and
graduated from Boston University with a degree in
English. She is a senior contributing editor at
C Magazine, where she was previously on staff. She
lives in New York and Los Angeles with her husband
and their young son.

Author photo courtesy of Kelsey McKinnon

NOVEMBER 2018

THE ESSENTIAL
WEDDING
C O M PA N I O N
With eight chapters covering every
aspect of the big day, plus profiles of real
weddings across the country and abroad

1 | STATIONERY

The invitation suite is your wedding’s first
impression and every little detail counts, from
paper stock to choice of stamp
2 | AISLE STYLE

A guide to choosing a dress that feels like you,
plus hair and makeup, outfitting the wedding
party, the groom’s ensemble, and more
3 | THE CEREMONY

Whether it’s in front of three friends at a
courthouse or two hundred guests in a
meadow, advice for crafting a personal,
meaningful ceremony
4 | TABLESCAPES

The secrets to a perfectly composed table,
including natural, seasonal centerpieces,
carefully chosen tableware, and unexpected
touches
5 | FOOD & DRINK

From cocktail hour to cake cutting, go
beyond the standard fare with fresh, seasonal
ingredients and family and regional specialties
6 | THE PARTY

Deconstructing the key elements of an
unforgettable reception: entertainment,
activities beyond the dance floor, and spaces
for reprieve
7 | GIFTING

Thoughtful ideas for parents, friends, guests,
and your beloved, plus a guide to creating
your registry
8 | PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Timelines, budgets, vendor selection,
contracts, and the official business of marriage

NEW RELEA SES

The Artisanal Kitchen Series
Big Flavors Come in Small Packages

AUGUST 2018
20 color photographs
112 pages
5K" x 7"
Paper-over-board
$12.95 ($17.95 CAN)

T H E A R T I S A N A L K I T C H E N is a series of single-subject cookbooks drawn

from Artisan’s incredible backlist of titles written by award-winning chefs,
expert authors, and nationally known tastemakers. These three new titles in
the series feature recipes from Cheryl and Griffith Day, owners of Savannah’s
must-visit Back in the Day Bakery and award-winning authors of the New
York Times bestselling Back in the Day Bakery Cookbook and the national
bestselling Back in the Day Bakery Made with Love. For other titles in the
Artisanal Kitchen series, see page 37.

COOKING

Party Cakes

Sweets and Treats

Baking for Breakfast

36 Decadent Creations for
Festive Occasions

33 Cupcakes, Brownies, Bars,
and Candies to Make the Season
Even Sweeter

33 Muffin, Biscuit, Egg, and
Other Sweet and Savory Dishes
for a Special Morning Meal

CHERYL DAY AND GRIFFITH DAY

CHERYL DAY AND GRIFFITH DAY

What’s a holiday without plates of goodies
to munch on and make every moment that
much more festive? Try Pumpkin Crunch
Bars for a Thanksgiving table, Gingerbread
Cupcakes with Lemon–Cream Cheese
Frosting for a caroling party, Pecan Brittle as
a hostess gift, and Salted Caramel Popcorn
when it’s time to pile into the den together
and watch a favorite Christmas movie.

With the family all together, make the
happiest meal of the day even happier
with 33 recipes for baked deliciousness,
both sweet and savory. Including authentic
Old-Fashioned Buttermilk Biscuits; inspired
muffins, coffee cakes, and quick breads;
and a beautiful Farmers’-Market Quiche.

CHERYL DAY AND GRIFFITH DAY

Nothing makes a statement like a
celebration cake. Especially when you
make it from scratch. Touching all the high
points of American cake magic—coconut,
red velvet, carrot with cream cheese
frosting, chocolate (both traditional and
flourless), spice, angel food, and the
essential pineapple upside-down—these
showstopping creations are truly decadent.
ISBN 978-1-57965-859-5 • No. 85859
51295

51295

ISBN 978-1-57965-860-1 • No. 85860
51295

9

781579 658595
9
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ISBN 978-1-57965-864-9 • No. 85864

781579 658601

9

781579 658649

NEW RELEASES

The Dogist Puppies
ELIAS WEISS FRIEDMAN
What a treat—Puppies in paperback!
Readers everywhere are yapping about their love for The Dogist Puppies . . .
“Better than a bone!” —Brooklyn, German
Shepherd • “Bow-WOW!”—Meeko, American
Eskimo Dog • “I sat, I stayed, I loved every picture.”
—Zuma, mix • “I literally couldn’t stop peeing!” —
Watson, Norwich Terrier

marketing & publicity

Now the perfect gift book for everyone who loves
puppies is even giftier! This trade paperback
edition features more than 800 adorable puppies
in a format that’s not only cuter and sweeter in
the hand but also $10 cheaper. Photographed
documentary-style, at puppy-eye level, each
portrait captures the true essence of the puppy:
those endearing eyes that stare right into yours,
the oversize paws and big floppy ears, fuzzy
faces and pink panting tongues. Series of photos
include puppies in the litter, puppies as they grow, puppies on walks and at
play, puppies in fancy outfits, and those poignant puppies having to wear the
“cone of shame.” Friedman also takes a deep dive into breeds: Border Collies
and Westies, Frenchies and Huskies, Boxers and the Nova Scotia Duck Tolling
Retriever. Everything, in other words, a puppy lover could ask for.

• Social media campaign in partnership
with @thedogist
• Gift guide outreach

AUGUST 2018
More than 800 photographs
304 pages
7" x 7"
Paperback with flaps
$14.95 ($22.95 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-869-4
No. 85869
5-copy counter display
$74.75 ($114.75 CAN)
ISBN 978-1-57965-890-8
No. 85890
PETS

also available
The Dogist
New York Times bestseller
126,000 copies in print
$24.95 ($37.95) • ISBN 978-1-57965-671-3 •
No. 85671 • See page 47

E L I A S W E I S S F R I E D M A N is the New York Times
bestselling author of The Dogist and the creator of the
wildly successful online brand of the same name. He
launched TheDogist.com in 2013; it now boasts more
than 3 million followers across all social media
platforms. Friedman lives in New York City, but his work
photographing dogs takes him around the world. Find
him on Instagram @thedogist.

51495

9

781579 658694
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Author photo © Ted Lim

• Author appearances in New York and by request
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SIX SEASONS

HERITAGE

AD HOC AT HOME

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-631-7 • No. 85631

$40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-463-4 • No. 85463

$50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-377-4 • No. 85377

See page 26

See page 25

See page 24

THE HAVEN’S KITCHEN
COOKING SCHOOL

See page 30

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-673-7 • No. 85673

IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN

WHOLE BEAUTY

THE KINFOLK ENTREPRENEUR

THE KINFOLK HOME

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-597-6 • 85597

$29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-772-7 • No. 85772

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-758-1 • No. 85758

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-665-2 • No. 85665

THE DOGIST

THE NEW HEALTH RULES

A MAN & HIS WATCH

BUTTERMILK GRAFFITI

$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-671-3 • No. 85671

$14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-759-8 • No. 85759

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-714-7 • No. 85714

$27.50 • ISBN 978-1-57965-738-3 • No. 85738

See page 41

See page 47
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See page 42

See page 45

See page 41

See page 51

See page 41

See page 25
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TASTE OF PERSIA

BREAKING BREADS

CROSSROADS

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-548-8 • 85548

$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-682-9 • 85682

$35.00 • ISBN 978-157965-636-2 • No. 85636

JOHN DERIAN PICTURE BOOK

GARDENISTA

REMODELISTA:
THE ORGANIZED HOME

WABI-SABI WELCOME

$75.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-745-1 • 85745

$40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-652-2 • No. 85652

See page 27

See page 35

See page 29

See page 28

$40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-628-7 • No. 85628

See page 40

See page 40

See page 40

See page 42

$29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-699-7 • No. 85699

$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-693-5 • No. 85693

SIGNS OF RESISTANCE

DEAR CLIENT

A FIELD GUIDE TO WHISKY

$17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-866-3 • No. 85866

$16.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-833-5 • No. 85833

$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-751-2 No. 85751

See page 38

See page 43

See page 51

MEDAL OF HONOR, REVISED
& UPDATED 3RD ED.

See page 50

$50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-746-8 • 85746
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TH E T HO MAS KEL L ER LIB RA RY
IACP AWARD
WINNER

New York Times
bestseller

#1 New York Times
bestseller

569,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

IACP and
JAMES BEARD
AWARD WINNER

IACP AWARD
WINNER
196,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

337,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE FRENCH LAUNDRY COOKBOOK

AD HOC AT HOME

BOUCHON BAKERY

thomas keller

thomas keller

with susie heller
and michael ruhlman
photographs by deborah jones

with dave cruz
photographs by deborah jones

thomas keller
and sebastien rouxel
photographs by deborah jones

Thomas Keller’s first cookbook is as satisfying
as a meal at the French Laundry (“The most exciting
place to eat in the United States” —Ruth Reichl).
This is a book to cook from, to learn from, to savor.

In the book every home cook has been waiting for,
Thomas Keller turns his imagination to American
comfort foods like chicken potpie, New England
clambakes, and cherry pie. Ad Hoc at Home showcases
more than 200 recipes for family-style meals.

More than 150 recipes for baked goods that are
marvels of ingenuity and simplicity, from the famed
Bouchon Bakery. As with all of Keller’s books, the deft
twists, perfectly written recipes, and glorious
photographs make perfection inevitable.

More than 200 color and black-and-white photographs •
150 recipes • 336 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-126-8 • No. 85126

250 color photographs • 200 recipes •
368 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-377-4 • No. 85377

250 color photographs • 160 recipes •
400 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-435-1 • No. 85435

IACP and
JAMES BEARD
AWARD WINNER

109,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

231,500 COPIES
IN PRINT

A LSO AVA ILA B L E
THOMAS KELLER
BOUCHON COLLECTION
Bouchon and Bouchon Bakery

thomas keller
More than 400 color and black-and-white
photographs • 360 pages + 400 pages =
760 pages • 11" x 11" • Boxed set of
2 jacketed hardcovers • $100.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-553-2 • No. 85553

THE COMPLETE
THOMAS KELLER

BOUCHON

thomas keller

UNDER PRESSURE
Cooking Sous Vide

with jeff cerciello, susie heller,
and michael ruhlman
photographs by deborah jones

thomas keller

The classics of French bistro cooking from
America’s most celebrated chef (“An astonishing
cook, blessed with rare intelligence and impeccable
taste” —Los Angeles Times), featuring simple but
exquisitely crafted dishes: from onion soup to tarte
tatin, from steak-frites to pot-au-feu.

Sous vide—cooking at precise temperatures
below simmering—yields results unlike any
other culinary method. This collection of
never-before-published recipes is a must-have
for every culinary professional and for the
ambitious home cook.

More than 150 color and black-and-white photographs •
Nearly 150 recipes • 360 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover,
jacketed • $60.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-239-5 • No. 85239

200 color photographs • More than 100 recipes •
304 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$75.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-351-4 • No. 85351

introduction by harold mc gee
photographs by deborah jones

The French Laundry Cookbook
and Bouchon

thomas keller
More than 350 color and black-and-white
photographs • 336 pages + 360 pages =
696 pages • 11" x 11" • Boxed set of
2 jacketed hardcovers • $100.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-293-7 • No. 85293

THE ESSENTIAL
THOMAS KELLER
The French Laundry Cookbook
and Ad Hoc at Home

thomas keller
More than 450 color and black-and-white
photographs • 336 pages + 368 pages =
704 pages • 11" x 11" • Boxed set of
2 jacketed hardcovers • $100.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-437-5 • No. 85437
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SE AN BROC K & EDWARD LEE , Southern chefs redefining American cuisine

New York Times bestseller

“The blue ribbon chef
cookbook of the year.”
—The New York Times
Book Review

IACP and JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER
SIBA COOKBOOK OF THE YEAR
100,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

“Unmistakably personal,
forward-thinking, and
brilliant.” —René Redzepi,
chef/owner of Noma
SEAN BROCK

is the
executive chef and partner
behind three award-winning
restaurants, including
McCrady’s and Husk in
Charleston and a second Husk
location in Nashville. Brock
won the James Beard Award
for Best Chef: Southeast in
2010; he was nominated for
Outstanding Chef in 2013,
2014, 2015, and 2016. His TV
résumé includes Iron Chef
America and hosting Season
2 of the Emmy Award–winning
The Mind of a Chef.

“Modern down-home
cuisine.” —InStyle
“Brock is . . . the poet
laureate of the kitchen.
His cookbook doesn’t
just give us recipes;
it roots itself in
Southern culture.”
—SouthernLiving.com

HERITAGE

sean brock
Sean Brock, the chef behind the game-changing restaurants Husk and
McCrady’s, offers all of his inspired recipes in this debut collection. These
include his interpretation of Southern favorites like Pickled Shrimp, Hoppin’
John, and Chocolate Alabama Stack Cake, as well as the comfort food and
high-end restaurant fare for which he is famous.
130 color photographs and illustrations • 165 recipes • 336 pages • 8W" x 11W" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-463-4 • No. 85463

60,000 COPIES IN PRINT

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

“What Edward Lee has
to say . . . will redefine
American food as a whole.”
—Anthony Bourdain
“Inventive . . . bold.”
—The New York Times
Book Review
EDWARD LEE, chef/

owner of 610 Magnolia,
MilkWood, and Whiskey Dry
in Louisville, Kentucky, is a
three-time James Beard Award
finalist for Best Chef:
Southeast. An Iron Chef America
winner who competed on Top
Chef: Texas and starred in The
Mind of a Chef, Lee is also a
writer who has contributed to
Gastronomica, The Local Palate,
and Organic Gardening.

“Lee cooks the food I want
to eat.” —David Chang,
chef/owner of Momofuku

SMOKE & PICKLES

BUTTERMILK GRAFFITI

Recipes and Stories from a
New Southern Kitchen

A Chef’s Journey to
Discover America’s New
Melting-Pot Cuisine

edward lee
“Fascinating. If you’re a
bedtime cookbook reader,
this one will have you up
past midnight.”
—The Kitchn

A multiple James Beard Award
nominee, chef Edward Lee creates
recipes that reflect the overlapping
flavors and techniques that led this
Korean American boy to feel right at
home in the South, where he runs
Louisville’s acclaimed restaurant
610 Magnolia.
150 color photographs • 130 recipes •
304 pages • 8" x 10" • Paper-over-board •
$29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-492-4 • No. 85492

edward lee
“Lee’s prose is as gorgeous and honest
as his cooking.” —Chang-rae Lee,
Pulitzer Prize finalist
In 16 vibrant chapters exploring our
ever-changing culinary landscape, Lee
offers his unique perspective on the
rapidly evolving story of American
cuisine (plus 40 original recipes).
320 pages • 6N" x 9V" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$27.50 • ISBN 978-1-57965-738-3 • No. 85738
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WO R L D- FAMO US CHE FS
IACP and
JAMES BEARD
AWARD FINALIST

JAMES BEARD
AWARD
FINALIST

Named a Best
Cookbook of the
Year by
Fine Cooking,
Rachael Ray Every
Day, and more

83,000
COPIES
IN PRINT
Named a Best
Cookbook of the Year
by the Atlantic,
Bon Appétit, USA
Today, the Wall Street
Journal, and more

HOMEGROWN

FLOYD CARDOZ: FLAVORWALLA

SIX SEASONS

Cooking from My New England Roots

Big Flavors. Bold Spices. A New Way to Cook
the Foods You Love.

A New Way with Vegetables
joshua mc fadden

matt jennings
“Ingenious takes on New England and American
classics. . . . Gorgeous, flavorful dishes.”
—Library Journal, starred review
In his debut cookbook, trailblazing chef Matt
Jennings honors the iconic foods of his heritage
and celebrates the fresh ingredients that have
come to define his renowned, inventive approach
to cooking—with over 100 vibrant, ingredientdriven recipes that pay homage to a classic
American cuisine.
100 color photographs • 352 pages • 7 Y" x 10 W" • Paper-overboard • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-674-4 • No. 85674

floyd cardoz

with martha holmberg

“Follow Cardoz’s tips for excellent results every
time.” —People
Chef Floyd Cardoz knows the secret to making
dishes taste more distinct and special than ever
before: never be shy about flavor. With more than
100 bold recipes, this indispensable resource for
home cooks reveals how even the simplest foods
can be elevated with a nuanced use of spice.
125 color photographs • 113 recipes • 352 pages • 7K" x 10" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-621-8 • No. 85621

NCIBA
FOOD
WRITING
BOOK OF
THE YEAR

“Never before have I seen so many fascinating,
delicious, easy recipes in one book. . . .
[Six Seasons is] about as close to a perfect
cookbook as I have seen.” —Lucky Peach
In his debut cookbook, Joshua McFadden—chef
and owner of Ava Gene’s in Portland, Oregon—
highlights the varying “personalities” of
vegetables throughout their growing seasons in
225 texturally exciting, flavor-intense recipes.
130 color photographs • 225 recipes • 400 pages •
7X" x 10W" • Paper-over-board with half jacket • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-631-7 • No. 85631

50,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

MOURAD

A RETURN TO COOKING

HAPPY IN THE KITCHEN

New Moroccan

eric ripert and
michael ruhlman

michel richard

mourad lahlou
“Intoxicating.” —San Francisco Chronicle
A soulful chef creates his first masterpiece, with
more than 100 recipes for a new, modern
Moroccan cuisine, inspired by memories, steeped
in colorful stories, and informed by the tireless
exploration of his curious mind. A rare blend of
heat, heart, and palate.
214 color photographs • 165 recipes • 400 pages • 8" x 10X" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-429-0 •
No. 85429
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“Shockingly useful and singularly gorgeous.”
—Anthony Bourdain
Acclaimed chef Eric Ripert’s book is a dazzling
collection of flavorful recipes and inspiring essays.
The dishes Ripert prepares—spontaneous meals
for friends, using ingredients at hand—are easy
enough for novices yet so inspired they could be
restaurant worthy.
Nearly 400 color photographs • 146 recipes • 336 pages •
9N" x 10O" • Flexibound • $25.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-393-4 •
No. 85393

with susie heller and peter
kaminsky
foreword by thomas keller
“I cannot wait to tackle these recipes.”
—Mark Bittman
An innovative, eye-opening, and gorgeous
achievement from the celebrated chef of two of
the foremost restaurants in Washington, D.C.,
Citronelle and Central.
225 color photographs • 150 recipes • 352 pages • 11" x 9O" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $45.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-299-9 •
No. 85299
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DAVID TANIS , New York Times columnist

“A new kitchen essential.”
—Martha Stewart Living
“Tanis has long been one of
the best voices on modern
American cooking, a gifted
chef and equally gifted writer.
[This] food is deeply flavorful,
honest, creative and always,
always fun to cook.”
—Los Angeles Times

DAVID TANIS

writes
cookbooks readers swear by,
among them A Platter of Figs
and Other Recipes, named one
of the 10 most “profoundly
influential books [for] the way
we cook today” by Bon Appétit.
He has a weekly column, City
Kitchen, in the New York Times
and is a regular contributor to
such national publications as
Bon Appétit, Food & Wine, and
the Wall Street Journal. For
nearly three decades he was
the chef at Chez Panisse in
Berkeley, California.

DAVID TANIS MARKET COOKING
Recipes and Revelations, Ingredient
by Ingredient

david tanis

Named a Best Cookbook of the Year
by Food & Wine, Martha Stewart Living,
the Chicago Tribune, the Houston
Chronicle, and more

The incomparable chef’s most ambitious book yet
is a masterwork of recipes, approach, technique,
and philosophy—with over 200 ingredient-driven
recipes that lead readers through the market and
give them the skills and confidence to create
satisfying meals, prepared simply.
300 color photographs • 480 pages • 7K" x 9Y" • Paper-overboard • $40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-628-7 • No. 85628

JAMES BEARD
AWARD
FINALIST

ONE GOOD DISH
The Pleasures of a Simple Meal

david tanis
“Tanis’s understanding of flavors
and ingredients is second to none.”
—Yotam Ottolenghi
In his first non-menu cookbook, New York
Times food columnist and acclaimed chef
David Tanis offers 100 utterly delicious
recipes that epitomize comfort food.
110 color photographs • 100 recipes •
256 pages • 7" x 9" • Paper-over-board • $25.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-467-2 • No. 85467

60,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

JAMES BEARD
AWARD
FINALIST

A PLATTER OF FIGS
AND OTHER RECIPES

HEART OF THE ARTICHOKE
AND OTHER KITCHEN JOURNEYS

david tanis

david tanis

foreword by alice waters
“There are many chefs in America more
famous than David Tanis, but there are
few, if any, who are more gifted.”
—Michael Pollan
An engaging chef with a genuine gift for words
shares 24 seasonal, market-driven menus. This
book is for anyone who wants to gather and feed
friends around a table with simple, soulful dishes.
125 color photographs • 85 recipes •
304 pages • 7K" x 9Y" • Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-346-0 • No. 85346

“Another inspired book of
worldly and wise menus.”
—The New York Times
Here Tanis offers three kinds of down-toearth yet sophisticated cooking: small
private food rituals, medium everyday meals
for four to six, and large feasts, all simple to
prepare and impressive on the plate.
120 color photographs • 125 recipes •
352 pages • 7K" x 9Y" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-407-8 • No. 85407
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WO R L D- FAMO US R ESTAU RA N TS
IACP
AWARD
WINNER

IACP AWARD
FINALIST

IACP
AWARD
FINALIST

Cooking Light
10 Favorite
Cookbooks of
the Year

HARTWOOD

CROSSROADS

BALABOOSTA

Bright, Wild Flavors from the Edge of the
Yucatán

Extraordinary Recipes from the Restaurant
That Is Reinventing Vegan Cuisine

Bold Mediterranean Recipes
to Feed the People You Love

eric werner and mya henry

tal ronnen

einat admony

with christine muhlke and oliver
strand
foreword by rené redzepi

with scot jones and serafina
magnussen

“Be warned: Reading this book may persuade you to
drop what you’re doing and go follow your dreams.”
—Fine Cooking
Built on the edge of the jungle in Tulum, Mexico,
Hartwood is one of the most exciting and inspiring
restaurants in the world. This dazzling cookbook
expertly translates chef Eric Werner’s vibrant,
modern-rustic cooking into recipes anyone can
make at home.

“A new kind of flavor-first vegan cooking. . . .
Stunning.” —Food & Wine
At his Los Angeles restaurant, Crossroads, chef Tal
Ronnen is reinventing vegan cuisine with his
decadent, satisfying dishes inspired by the flavors of
the Mediterranean. Here, he offers 100 inventive,
vegetable-based recipes that will leave no one
missing meat or dairy.

“Inventive and heartily satisfying twists on MiddleEastern-meets-Mediterranean cuisine.”
—The New York Times
Einat Admony’s debut cookbook is a melting pot of
unique Mediterranean dishes with Middle Eastern
flavors, perfect for every need and occasion.
155 color photographs • 140 recipes •
288 pages • 7½" x 9¾" • Paper-over-board • $29.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-500-6 • No. 85500

125 color photographs • 100 recipes • 304 pages • 8" x 10K" •
Paper-over-board • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-636-2 • No. 85636

225 photos • 304 pages • 9" x 11" • Paper-over-board • $40.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-620-1 • No. 85620

62,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE FRANKIES SPUNTINO KITCHEN
COMPANION & COOKING MANUAL

FRANNY’S
Simple Seasonal Italian

New Bistro Cooking

frank falcinelli, frank
castronovo,
and peter meehan

andrew feinberg, francine
stephens,
and melissa clark

greg marchand

“Artisanal-food rock stars.”
—The New York Times
Frank Castronovo and Frank Falcinelli channel their
hip Brooklyn restaurant in this witty cookbook.
24 pages of color photographs and 50 line drawings • 85 recipes •
256 pages • 6" x 9" • Paper-over-board • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-415-3 • No. 85415

foreword by alice waters
“This book is a true gift that will be put to
frequent use.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review
Franny’s is filled with more than 200 recipes that
draw from Southern Italian cuisine but offer a lighter
and brighter take on traditional dishes.
135 color photographs • 210 recipes • 376 pages • 8" x 10½" •
Paper-over-board • $45.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-464-1 •
No. 85464
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FRENCHIE

“Inventive bistro treats.”
—Cooking Light
A collection of the trailblazing chef’s most inspired
and deeply original recipes—including chutneys,
pestos, and vinaigrettes.
150 color photographs • 50 recipes •
144 pages • 7½" x 9" • Paper-over-board • $22.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-534-1 • No. 85534
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INS PIRED MEALS FOR MAG ICA L SET T IN G S
IACP
AWARD
WINNER

MARNIE HANEL writes for the
New York Times Magazine, W
magazine, Departures, and Marie
Claire. ANDREA SLONECKER
is a cookbook writer, a food
stylist, the recipe editor of
Kinfolk, and the author of Pretzel
Making at Home and Eggs on Top.
JEN STEVENSON runs the
Portland food blog Under the
Table with Jen and is the author of
Portland’s 100 Best Places to Stuff
Your Faces. Together, Hanel,
Slonecker, and Stevenson lead
the Portland Picnic Society, a
group that was founded to
celebrate the art of picnicking.

RECENTLY
PUBLISHED

THE PICNIC

THE CAMPOUT COOKBOOK

Recipes and Inspiration from Basket to Blanket

Inspired Recipes for Cooking Around
the Fire and Under the Stars

marnie hanel, andrea slonecker,
and jen stevenson
“Smart new ideas.” —Food & Wine
Everything you need to plan an effortless outdoor
get-together: no-fail recipes, helpful checklists, and
expert advice (including rules for scoring lawn games).
With delightful illustrations and original ideas for
alfresco entertaining, this book is irresistible fun.

FEATURED IN THE GOOD COOK AT HOME BOOK CLUB
More than 100 color illustrations • 75 recipes • 192 pages •
6N" x 9N" • Paper-over-board with ribbon marker • $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-608-9 • No. 85608

marnie hanel and jen stevenson
“Plenty of practical ‘roughing it’ tips, alongside
100-plus sophisticated takes on campfire fare.”
—Modern Farmer
S’mores nachos, anyone? This ultimate guide to
cooking creatively outdoors features 75 recipes for trail
snacks, coal-fired dinners, desserts, and cocktails, plus
practical advice, menu suggestions, and more.
100 illustrations • 224 pages • 6N" x 9N" • Paper-over-board •
$19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-799-4 • No. 85799
5-copy counter display: $99.95 • 978-1-57965-858-8 • No. 85858

JAMES
BEARD
AWARD
FINALIST

IACP and
JAMES
BEARD
AWARD
FINALIST

BREAKING BREADS

DELLA FATTORIA BREAD

SAVOR

A New World of Israeli Baking

63 Foolproof Recipes for Yeasted, Enriched &
Naturally Leavened Breads

Rustic Recipes Inspired by Forest, Field,
and Farm

kathleen weber

ilona oppenheim

uri scheft
“Uri Scheft is the quintessential Israeli baker. . . .
This is the book that I’ve been yearning to read.”
 — Michael Solomonov, author and chef/owner
of Zahav
In this seminal book on Israeli breads and baking, Uri
Scheft—owner of cult-favorite Breads Bakery in New
York City—brings together an unprecedented
collection of recipes central to Israeli-Jewish life. From
his famous chocolate babka to classics like challah to
lesser-known breads like Yemenite kubaneh, Breaking
Breads is a celebration of Israeli baking and a journey
into the mind of a truly creative baker.

foreword by thomas keller
“I love this cookbook!” —Ina Garten,
author of the Barefoot Contessa cookbooks

“A lavishly illustrated collection of recipes for
fresh, healthy eating.” —The New York Times

Learn from the founder of Della Fattoria, one of
“America’s 10 Best Bread Bakeries” (Bon Appétit),
how to make artisanal bread at home.

Celebrate the great outdoors with healthful, delicious
recipes that call for only a handful of wholesome
ingredients, plus hundreds of stunning photos that
capture the beauty and tranquility of the wilderness.

90 color photographs • 75 recipes • 304 pages • 7½" x 9½" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-531-0 •
No. 85531

200 color photographs • 79 Recipes • 272 pages • 8O" x 11" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-666-9 • No. 85666

FEATURED IN THE GOOD COOK AT HOME BOOK CLUB

130 color photographs • 352 pages • 8" x 10K" • Paper-over-board •
$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-682-9 • No. 85682
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RECENTLY
PUBLISHED

BASQUE COUNTRY

SALADISH

A Culinary Journey Through a Food
Lover’s Paradise

A Crunchier, Grainier, Herbier, Heartier,
Tastier Way with Vegetables

marti buckley

ilene rosen with donna gelb

Marti Buckley—an American chef, journalist, and
passionate Basque transplant—unlocks the
mysteries of this magical region with more than
100 recipes and vivid photographs of both food
and place.

“Healthy, colorful recipes that offer true inspiration
for anyone who enjoys eating vibrant food.”
—Michael Anthony, executive chef of
Gramercy Tavern

“Truly insider access, an authentic look at the
traditions of one of the most incredible culinary
regions of the world.” —José Andrés

“Saladish” means healthy, satisfying, simple to
prepare, and featuring a mix of vegetables, grains,
beans, and more—and Ilene Rosen shares 80 fresh,
creative, utterly delicious saladish recipes.

125 color photographs • 320 pages • 7K" x 10K" •
Paper-over-board • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-777-2 •
No. 85777

Named a
Best Cookbook
of the Year by Better
Homes & Gardens,
Library Journal,
Publishers Weekly,
and more

RECENTLY
PUBLISHED

65 color photographs plus illustrations throughout •
208 pages • 7K" x 9Y" • Hardcover, jacketed • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-695-9 • No. 85695

THE HAVEN’S KITCHEN
COOKING SCHOOL
Recipes and Inspiration to Build a
Lifetime of Confidence in the Kitchen

alison cayne
“Encouraging and accessible, this collection would
make a wonderful gift for anyone who’s expressed
an interest in learning to cook.” —Library Journal,
starred review
“A must-have for aspiring home cooks.
Approachable recipes to help inspire and
encourage the aspiring home cook to get into the
kitchen and just do it.” —RealSimple.com
With 100 easy-to-master recipes designed to give
readers the skills and knowledge they need to
succeed in the kitchen, this is a must-have manual
for every aspiring home cook.
100 color photographs • 384 pages • 7N" x 9K" • Paper-overboard • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-673-7 • No. 85673

IACP and
JAMES
BEARD
AWARD
WINNER

COOKING WITH LOULA

A NEW WAY TO COOK

Greek Recipes from My Family to Yours

sally schneider

alexandra stratou
“Real Greek home cooking: healthy, homey,
traditional, and seasoned here with . . . stories.”
—BookPage
In this charming Greek cookbook, Alexandra
Stratou invites readers into her family’s kitchen,
revealing their annual traditions and bringing their
recipes to life.

FEATURED IN THE GOOD COOK AT HOME BOOK CLUB
115 color photographs and illustrations throughout • 97 recipes •
240 pages • 6¾" x 9K" • Hardcover, jacketed • $29.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-668-3 • No. 85668
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photographs by maria robledo
“[Schneider’s] recipes scream delicious before
they whisper healthy.” —Food & Wine
In “the cookbook for the early 21st century”
(Publishers Weekly), Sally Schneider reinvents all
our favorites with original techniques. Here are
more than 600 recipes, tips, and other practical
information.
Nearly 50 color photographs • More than 600 recipes •
756 pages • 6O" x 9N" • Paperback • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-249-4 • No. 85249

SECRETS OF THE BEST CHEFS
Recipes, Techniques, and Tricks
from America’s Greatest Cooks

adam roberts
“No one could ask for a better group of
instructors.” —Publishers Weekly
Adam Roberts has learned from 50 of America’s
most beloved chefs, and has adapted their recipes
for the home kitchen.
335 color photographs • 150 recipes • 400 pages •
8C/af" x 9E/af" • Paper-over-board • $27.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-439-9 • No. 85439
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FRANK ST ITT, James Beard Award winner
2005 SEBA AND SIBA AWARDS
FOR COOKBOOK OF THE YEAR
120,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

FRANK STITT has won

the James Beard Award for
Best Chef: Southeast and was
inducted into the James Beard
Foundation’s “Who's Who of
Food and Beverage.” He is the
chef and owner of Highlands
Bar and Grill, Bottega
Restaurant and Café, and
Chez Fonfon, all located in
Birmingham, Alabama. He is
also the recipient of the
Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Southern
Foodways Alliance.

FRANK STITT’S
SOUTHERN TABLE

FRANK STITT’S
BOTTEGA FAVORITA

Recipes and Gracious Traditions
from Highlands Bar and Grill

A Southern Chef’s Love Affair
with Italian Food

frank stitt

frank stitt

foreword by pat conroy
“A gem.” —People
This cookbook from Alabama’s favorite son features
his award-winning, Provençal-influenced Southern
food, with recipes for the traditional and the inspired.
More than 150 color photographs • 150 recipes •
384 pages • 9" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed • $45.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-246-3 • No. 85246

“What a cookbook should be: intelligent, full of
inspired recipes, beautifully photographed, and
still fully functional. Stitt sets the bar high for all
chefs writing restaurant cookbooks.”
—The Philadelphia Inquirer
A celebration of the best Italian traditions and
American ingredients. Includes the Southerninfluenced Italian dishes Stitt serves at his legendary
restaurant Bottega in Birmingham, Alabama.
150 color photographs • 185 recipes •
288 pages • 9" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-302-6 • No. 85302

BAR BARA KAFKA , recipient of the James Beard Lifetime Achievement Award
IACP AWARD
WINNER

THE INTOLERANT
GOURMET

BARBAR A K AFK A

is one of America’s leading
and most beloved food
personalities. With over
750,000 copies of her awardwinning books in print, few
have done more to define how
Americans prepare food.

74,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

VEGETABLE LOVE

SOUP
A Way of Life

Glorious Food Without Gluten
and Lactose

Vegetables Delicious, Alone
or with Pasta, Seafood, Poultry,
Meat and More

barbara kafka

barbara kafka

“Gluten- and lactose-free meals
without a single compromise.”
—Everyday Food
At last—a cookbook of pleasure, not
compromise, for the millions of
Americans suffering from gluten and
lactose intolerance.

with christopher styler
An indispensable and revolutionary
cookbook—for meat-eaters and
vegetarians alike, with 750 recipes.
50 duotone photographs • 750 recipes •
720 pages • 7O" x 9V" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-168-8 • No. 85168

barbara kafka
“Thorough, clear, and consistently
easy.” —Cookbook Digest
A wonderfully diverse collection
of recipes from all over the world.
Full-color photographs • Nearly 300 recipes •
496 pages • 8" x 10K" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-125-1 • No. 85125

16 pages of color photographs • 255 recipes •
256 pages • 7¾" x 9V" • Paper-over-board •
$29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-394-1 •
No. 85394
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CHE RYL & GRIFFITH DAY, owners of the best little bakery in the South
New York Times
bestseller

National
bestseller

2013 SIBA AWARD
FOR COOKBOOK OF
THE YEAR

65,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

116,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE BACK IN THE DAY BAKERY COOKBOOK

CHERYL & GRIFFITH DAY

founded Back in the Day Bakery
in 2002, and it quickly became
one of the “must-eat-at places” in
Savannah. Cheryl’s enthusiasm
for enriching lives through the
time-honored art of scratch
baking is one of her most
endearing qualities, along with a
few dance moves she picked up
in her days as a Soul Train
dancer. Griff adds his pioneering
spirit to the mix and is the
master behind their flavorful
breads and creative savory menu.

More Than 100 Recipes from
the Best Little Bakery in the South

cheryl day and griffith day
“Down-home and fabulous.” —Food & Wine
Written to celebrate Savannah landmark Back in the Day
Bakery’s tenth anniversary, Cheryl and Griffith Day’s book
is packed with baking know-how plus their customers’
favorite recipes. Irresistible color photographs give
readers a glimpse into the sweet life at the bakeshop.
110 color photographs • 124 recipes • 272 pages • 7¼" x 9½" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-458-0 • No. 85458

BACK IN THE DAY BAKERY
MADE WITH LOVE
More Than 100 Recipes and Make-It-Yourself
Projects to Create and Share

cheryl day and griffith day
“Baking magic.” —Southern Living
In this follow-up to their New York Times bestselling debut,
Cheryl and Griffith Day share more than 100 from-scratch
recipes to make with love, including some of the bakery’s
most requested desserts, as well as savory baked goods,
breakfast pastries, and more.

MAIN SELECTION OF THE GOOD COOK AT HOME BOOK CLUB
115 color photographs and illustrations • 100 recipes •
312 pages • 7¼" x 9½" • Paper-over-board with die-cut •
$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-556-3 • No. 85556

LUC INDA SCALA QU IN N , reigning queen of the family meal
83,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

is the founder of Mad Hungry,
the headquarters for home
cooks looking for proven recipes,
strategies, and inspiration. She
appears regularly on morning
television and QVC, is the
former senior vice president and
executive editorial director of
food and entertaining at Martha
Stewart Living Omnimedia, and
hosts her own television show,
Mad Hungry: Bringing Back the
Family Meal.
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IACP AWARD
FINALIST

MAD HUNGRY

MAD HUNGRY CRAVINGS

MAD HUNGRY FAMILY

Feeding Men & Boys

173 Recipes for the Food You
Want to Eat Right Now

120 Essential Recipes to Feed
the Whole Crew

lucinda scala quinn

lucinda scala quinn

lucinda scala quinn
LUCINDA SCALA QUINN

IACP AWARD
FINALIST

“This is the food of love.”
—Emeril Lagasse
In this book, Lucinda Scala Quinn
shares winning strategies for how to
sate the seemingly insatiable,
encourage conversation at mealtime,
and get men to manage in the kitchen.
Her recipes are easy to prepare,
affordable, and so good that even the
most finicky eater will want to dig in.
75 color photographs • 100 recipes •
288 pages • 7½" x 9½" • Paperback •
$18.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-512-9 •
No. 85512

“Score a family dinner home run with
[these] crowd-pleasing recipes.”
—Better Homes & Gardens
Lucinda Scala Quinn’s versions of the
dishes your family craves will prove
beyond a doubt that the foods you
love—pulled pork and chicken tikka
masala, shrimp pad thai and Philly
cheesesteaks—can be made better,
faster, tastier, cheaper, and more
healthfully at home.
100 color photographs • 173 recipes •
312 pages • 7½" x 9½" • Paper-over-board •
$27.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-438-2 • No. 85438

“Chock-full of ‘lifesaver lessons’
and quick recipes. . . . Delicious.”
—Martha Stewart Living
Mealtime just got a whole lot easier.
With over 100 low-fuss, big-flavor
recipes, plus a host of tips, tricks,
and survival strategies, Mad Hungry
Family is the you-can-do-this
handbook every home cook needs.
250 color photographs • 120 recipes •
272 pages • 7½" x 9½" • Paper-over-board •
$27.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-664-5 •
No. 85664
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JENI B RIT TO N BAUER , James Beard Award winner
New York Times bestseller
JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER
122,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

JENI BRITTON BAUER

started making ice cream in
1996 and now perfects her
craft at her acclaimed
scoopery, Jeni’s Splendid Ice
Creams. She has a growing
number of stores in and out of
Ohio, more than 1,000 retail
partners throughout the
country, and a thriving mailorder business. Devotees
nationwide scan Jeni’s website
and social media feeds daily,
causing a veritable run on
new flavors.

JENI’S SPLENDID
ICE CREAMS AT HOME

JENI’S SPLENDID ICE CREAM DESSERTS

jeni britton bauer

jeni britton bauer
“An ingenious homemade-ice-cream bible.”
—The Wall Street Journal

“Using ice cream as a main ingredient for another
dessert? Brilliant!” —Library Journal

Jeni Britton Bauer is on a mission to help home cooks
create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and sorbets in their
own kitchens. With insanely good ingredient pairings,
dynamic flavors, and an artisanal technique that
assures a smooth and scoopable texture every time.

The latest offering by bestselling author Jeni Britton
Bauer features incomparable ice creams paired with
baked goods, sautéed fruits, sauces, toppings, and
more. Her one-of-a-kind cakes and cookies are not only
served with ice cream, they get crumbled on top and
incorporated into the base.

200 color photographs • 111 recipes • 224 pages • 7" x 9N" •
Paper-over-board • $23.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-436-8 • No. 85436

150 color photographs • 150 recipes • 208 pages • 7" x 9N" •
Paper-over-board • $23.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-592-1 • No. 85592

IACP AWARD WINNER
59,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

DESSERTS FROM THE
FAMOUS LOVELESS CAFE

IN THE SWEET KITCHEN

SWEET

The Definitive Baker’s Companion

alisa huntsman

regan daley

valerie gordon

foreword by lee smith
“Not only are the recipes mouthwatering,
they usher in the warm sentimental goodness
that can only result from home-baked joy.”
—Kirkus Reviews
In this masterful baking book, Alisa Huntsman uses
her expertise and the most beloved Southern
ingredients to create the ultimate guide to
irresistible Southern desserts.

“Extremely detailed and user-friendly recipes.”
—The New York Times
A professional-quality reference for a novice or
accomplished chef, packed with recipes and
information on ingredients and techniques.
8 pages of color photographs • More than 150 recipes • 704 pages •
6Y" x 8Y" • Paperback • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-427-6 •
No. 85427

“Thoroughly delightful . . . a must-have.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review
In her debut cookbook, Valerie Gordon elevates and
perfects perennial favorites like petits fours, cakes,
truffles, and cookies, and provides an accessible
way to mix and match components so readers can
design their own cakes and pies.
125 color photographs • 115 recipes • 344 pages • 8" x 10½" •
Paper-over-board • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-468-9 •
No. 85468

125 color photographs • 132 recipes • 232 pages • 7" x 9" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-434-4 •
No. 85434
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ALIC E MEDRICH , winner of five IACP awards
Now in
paperback!
JAMES BEARD
AWARD WINNER

ALICE MEDRICH has
won more cookbook-of-the-year
awards and best in the dessert
and baking category awards
than any other author ever. She
received her formal training at
the prestigious École Lenôtre in
France, and is widely credited
with introducing the chocolate
truffle to the United States when
she began making and selling
them at her former Berkeley
dessert shop, Cocolat. Check
out her online baking courses on
Craftsy.com.

GLUTEN-FREE FLAVOR FLOURS

SERIOUSLY BITTER SWEET

A New Way to Bake with Non-Wheat Flours,
Including Rice, Nut, Coconut, Teff, Buckwheat,
and Sorghum Flours

The Ultimate Dessert Maker’s Guide to Chocolate

alice medrich

“Learn everything you need to know about baking and
cooking with chocolate in this comprehensive guide.”
—Better Homes & Gardens

“A sophisticated (and decidedly un-hippie) primer on
using alternative flours.” —The Wall Street Journal

alice medrich

Alice Medrich’s groundbreaking guide to flavor flours, a
term she coined for flours that don’t simply add starch
and structure to baked goods (as is the case with wheat
flour) but also give desserts an extra dimension of
flavor. The 125 gluten-free recipes include Chocolate
Chestnut Soufflé Cake, Coconut Key Lime Tart, and
Buckwheat Gingerbread.

With more than 100 meticulously tested, seriously delicious
recipes—both savory and sweet—for a wide range of
percentage chocolates, this is the most comprehensive
guide to baking (and cooking) with chocolate you’ll ever
need. “Chocolate notes” help readers further adapt any
recipe using the percentage chocolate on hand. The book is
a complete revision of Medrich’s 2003 Bittersweet, which
was named the 2004 IACP Cookbook of the Year.

100 color photographs • 135 recipes • 368 pages • 7G/af" x 10" •
Paperback • $26.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-806-9 • No. 85806

40 color photographs • 102 recipes • 336 pages • 9" x 9" • Paperback
with flaps • $25.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-511-2 • No. 85511

Also available in hardcover: $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-513-6 •
No. 85513

IACP AWARD WINNER
56,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

SINFULLY EASY
DELICIOUS DESSERTS

CHEWY GOOEY CRISPY CRUNCHY
MELT-IN-YOUR-MOUTH COOKIES

CHOCOLATE HOLIDAYS

alice medrich

alice medrich

alice medrich

“Simple yet delicious desserts. . . . Every page
tempts.” —The Washington Post

“Exciting and enticing.” —Publishers Weekly

Alice Medrich rewrites the dessert menu for cooks
in search of totally doable desserts without hours of
prep. Her recipes are foolproof and well tested, and
you won’t need a rolling pin, a pastry brush, or the
skills of a professional baker.

Here Alice Medrich creates fresh spins on classic
recipes, inspiring bakers to new heights of cookie
creativity. This landmark cookbook is organized by
texture, from chewy to flaky, from gooey to melt-inyour-mouth—and all results are tantalizing.
Delicious variations satisfy everyone.

65 color photographs • 115 recipes • 288 pages • 9" x 9" •
Paperback with flaps • $25.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-398-9 •
No. 85398

40 color photographs • 140 recipes • 384 pages • 9" x 9" •
Paperback with flaps • $25.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-397-2 •
No. 85397
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Unforgettable Desserts for Every Season

“Few people write better about baking,
and no one writes better about chocolate.”
—The New York Times
Fifty stellar chocolate desserts, each a jewel of
elegance and simplicity, designed to celebrate every
holiday and special occasion, from the three-time
winner of the IACP Cookbook of the Year Award.
50 color photographs • 54 recipes • 152 pages • 8K" x 9K" •
Paperback with flaps • $15.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-290-6 •
No. 85290
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NAOM I DU G U I D & J E FFR E Y A LFO R D , award-winning travel cookbook authors
IACP and JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER

“If you have not heard of
Duguid and Alford, it is
time to get acquainted.”
—The New York Times

NAOMI DUGUID &
JEFFREY ALFORD’S

heralded cookbooks have
always transcended the
category to become “something
larger and more important”
(Los Angeles Times). Each
transporting cookbook-meets–
travel log is an award winner.

Taste of Persia: IACP and JAMES
BEARD, BEST INTERNATIONAL
COOKBOOK
Burma: IACP, BEST CULINARY
TRAVEL BOOK

Named a Best Cookbook of
the Year by USA Today, the
Wall Street Journal, and more

IACP AWARD WINNER

TASTE OF PERSIA

BURMA

HOT SOUR SALTY SWEET

A Cook’s Travels Through
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Iran, and Kurdistan

Rivers of Flavor

A Culinary Journey Through
Southeast Asia

IACP and JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER

naomi duguid
“A reason to celebrate . . . a
fascinating culinary excursion.”
—The New York Times
The definitive guide to a culinary
paradise, Naomi Duguid’s latest book
introduces readers to a delectable
collection of recipes and riveting tales
from the heart of the Persian Empire.
160 color photographs • 400 pages •
7K" x 9O" • Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-548-8 • No. 85548

Hot Sour Salty Sweet: JAMES
BEARD, COOKBOOK OF THE YEAR,
BEST FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY, and
BEST COOKBOOK DESIGN
Beyond the Great Wall:
IACP and JAMES BEARD, BEST
INTERNATIONAL COOKBOOK
Mangoes & Curry Leaves: IACP,
BEST INTERNATIONAL COOKBOOK

128,000 COPIES IN PRINT

naomi duguid
”Duguid is part anthropologist, part
brilliant cook, and her recipes
simply work in American kitchens.”
—Cooking Light
An alluring collection of recipes and
travel tales from a country just
awakening from 50 years of isolation.
The book features photographs
throughout—of finished dishes, of
people, of a hauntingly beautiful
land—as well as travel tips, a history
of Burma, and more.
175 color food and location photographs and a
map • 130 recipes • 384 pages • 7½" x 9¾" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-413-9 • No. 85413

IACP and
JAMES BEARD
AWARD
WINNER

jeffrey alford
and naomi duguid
“A breakthrough book . . . a major
contribution to the field.”
—The New York Times
This James Beard Foundation
Cookbook of the Year follows the
authors’ journey through Southeast
Asia along the Mekong River, with
175 recipes and evocative stories
about places and people.
150 color food and location photographs •
175 recipes • 352 pages • 11" x 9O" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $45.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-114-5 • No. 85114

61,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

Seductions of Rice: CANADIAN
CULINARY BOOK AWARDS, GOLD

300,000 COPIES IN PRINT!

BEYOND THE GREAT WALL

SEDUCTIONS OF RICE

Recipes and Travels in the Other China

jeffrey alford and naomi duguid

jeffrey alford and naomi duguid
“A handsome and engaging collection.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review
An exciting introduction to the outlying regions of
China, and their diverse cultures and delicious food
traditions. Includes recipes and stories from Tibet,
Inner Mongolia, and along the Silk Road.
300 color food and location photographs •125 recipes •
384 pages • 11" x 9O" • Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-301-9 • No. 85301

“Simply stunning.” —The New York Times
In a “must-have compendium for any serious cook”
(Publishers Weekly), the authors offer recipes from
the major rice-eating and -growing regions of
the world.
More than 200 photographs • Nearly 200 recipes • 480 pages •
8" x 10K" • Paperback with flaps • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-234-0 • No. 85234
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GQ ’s Top 10
Cookbooks
Every Man
Should Own

USA Today
Summer’s
Tastiest
Titles

CHARRED & SCRUFFED

THE MEAT HOOK MEAT BOOK

FEEDING THE FIRE

Bold New Techniques for Explosive Flavor
On and Off the Grill

Buy, Butcher, and Cook Your Way
to Better Meat

Recipes and Strategies for Better
Barbecue and Grilling

adam perry lang

tom mylan

joe carroll and nick fauchald

with peter kaminsky
“Perry Lang has rewritten the rules of grilling.”
—Bon Appétit
Bestselling cookbook author Adam Perry Lang
refines and concentrates the flavors and textures of
barbecue and reimagines its possibilities.
270 color photographs and 20 line drawings •
80 recipes • 280 pages • 7¾" x 9K" • Flexibound •
$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-465-8 • No. 85465

“Everything you need to know about cutting
and cooking meat.” —Martha Stewart Living

“Written for home cooks. . . . Bonkers delicious.”
—The New York Times

The definitive guide to butchering and cooking great
meat from Tom Mylan, co-owner and executive chef
of Brooklyn’s Meat Hook.
250 color photographs and 20 illustrations • 68 recipes •
312 pages • 8K" x 10" • Paper-over-board • $37.50 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-527-3 • No. 85527

For those who are serious about stepping up their
barbecue and grilling game, expert Joe Carroll
(of the famed Brooklyn restaurants Fette Sau
and St. Anselm) has distilled his approach into
20 groundbreaking lessons and 90 mouthwatering
recipes for succulent barbecue and grilled foods.
85 color photographs • 90 recipes • 264 pages • 7W" x 9K" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-557-0 • No. 85557

FRANC IS MALL MA N N , master of live-fire cooking
JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER
82,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

FR ANCIS MALLMANN

is the reigning star of food
television in the Spanish-speaking
world, and the most famous and
popular chef in South America.
His three restaurants (one in
Mendoza, Argentina; another in
Buenos Aires; and the third in
Garzón, Uruguay) have been
named among the top 10 places
to eat in the world by the Times
(UK) and USA Today.
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SEVEN FIRES

MALLMANN ON FIRE

Grilling the Argentine Way

100 Inspired Recipes to Grill Anytime, Anywhere

francis mallmann

francis mallmann

with peter kaminsky

with peter kaminsky and donna gelb

“Captivating . . . as straightforward as it is appealing.”
—The New York Times

“Culinary genius. . . . Delicious, beautiful dishes.”
—The Wall Street Journal

South America’s biggest culinary star reinvents the
art of cooking over fire with grilling techniques adapted
for the home cook. Evocative photos of astonishing
wood-fired feasts and the exquisite beauty of
Patagonia make this an essential cookbook for
any griller.

The passionate master of the Argentine grill shows us how
to grill year-round, indoors and out, in snow and in fog, on
crowded city streets and on a deserted island. These
passionate encounters between wanderlust and cooking
invite us to enjoy the process rather than rush toward the
finished dish.

250 color photographs • 115 recipes • 288 pages • 8K" x 10" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-354-5 •
No. 85354

250 color photographs • 100 recipes • 320 pages • 8K" x 11" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-537-2 • No. 85537
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TH E ARTI SANAL K ITC H E N , well-priced cookbooks for foodies

HOLIDAY COCKTAILS

HOLIDAY COOKIES

PARTY FOOD

The Best Nogs, Punches, Sparklers, and
Mixed Drinks for Every Festive Occasion

The Ultimate Chewy, Gooey, Crispy,
Crunchy Treats

nick mautone

alice medrich

Go-To Recipes for Cocktail Parties,
Buffets, Sit-Down Dinners, and
Holiday Feasts

Forty easy-to-follow recipes, with new spins
on seasonal favorites including Apricot Mulled
Wine, Chestnut Hot Chocolate, Blood Orange
Sparklers, and Mocha Rum Toddies.

Thirty foolproof recipes for holiday classics
(Linzer Cookies, Ginger Cookies, Twice-Baked
Shortbread) and soon-to-be favorites including
Bittersweet Decadence Cookies, Currant and
Nib Rugelach, and Holiday Spice Batons.

25 color photographs • 128 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-803-8 •
No. 85803

25 color photographs • 112 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-804-5 •
No. 85804

susan spungen
All the recipes and tips you need to plan and
execute the perfect crowd-pleasing menu for
your next celebration—whether you’re hosting
a cocktail party, a casual brunch, or an
elaborate holiday feast.
25 color photographs • 128 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-805-2 •
No. 85805

PERFECT PASTA

PERFECT PIZZA AT HOME

VEGETABLES THE ITALIAN WAY

Recipes and Secrets to Elevate the
Classic Italian Meal

From the Essential Dough to the
Tastiest Toppings

Simple, Seasonal Recipes to Change
the Way You Cook

andrew feinberg and francine
stephens with melissa clark

andrew feinberg and francine
stephens with melissa clark

andrew feinberg and francine
stephens with melissa clark

Southern Italian favorites made lighter,
brighter, and fresher—including Linguine with
Meyer Lemon, Bucatini alla Puttanesca, and
Fusilli with Pork Sausage Ragu.

Make restaurant-quality pizza at home with a
no-fail master dough recipe and irresistible
flavor combinations like Clam, Chili, and
Parsley and Tomato, Mozzarella, and Meatball.

Featuring vibrant, wholesome recipes for
every season, from Sugar Snap Peas with
Ricotta, Mint, and Lemon to Roasted Brussels
Sprouts with Almonds and Pecorino.

25 color photographs • 96 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-762-8 •
No. 85762

25 color photographs • 96 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-763-5 •
No. 85763

25 color photographs • 96 pages • 5K" x 7" •
Paper-over-board • $12.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-764-2 •
No. 85764

6-copy counter display: ISBN 978-1-57965-796-3 •
No. 85796

6-copy counter display: ISBN 978-1-57965-795-6 •
No. 85795

6-copy counter display: ISBN 978–57965-797-0 •
No. 85797
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RESIST !
RECENTLY PUBLISHED

National bestseller
66,000 COPIES IN PRINT

WHY WE MARCH

SIGNS OF RESISTANCE

Signs of Protest and Hope—
Voices from the Women’s March

A Visual History of Protest in America

bonnie siegler

“Powerful.” —Bust

“Guides readers through the complex and powerful
history of protest in America.” —EW.com

“A big fat global hug.” —Toronto Star
A striking collection of 500 of the most inspiring, provocative,
humorous, and hopeful signs from the Women’s March. All
royalties will be donated to Planned Parenthood.
400 color photographs • 264 pages • 8" x 6" • Paperback • $14.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-828-1 • No. 85828
6-copy counter display: $89.70 •ISBN 978-1-57965-829-8 • No. 85829

Two hundred and forty images—from the civil rights movement
and the Vietnam War to Black Lives Matter and the Women’s
March—offer an inspiring, optimistic, and visually galvanizing
history lesson about the power people have when they take to
the streets and stand up for what’s right.
More than 200 images • 240 pages • 8" x 9" • Paperback •
$17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-866-3 • No. 85866
6-copy counter display: $107.70 • ISBN 978-1-57965-873-1 • No. 85873

A CO LORING B O OK SERIES FOR A LL AG ES
From the Eiffel Tower to the Brooklyn Bridge, celebrate the world’s
most famous landmarks in these one-of-a-kind coloring books by
accomplished illustrator Emily Isabella. Each book features 24 original
illustrations printed on high-quality card stock that can be colored and
sent as postcards or displayed in standard 5-by-7-inch frames.

ICONIC PARIS
COLORING BOOK

ICONIC SAN FRANCISCO
COLORING BOOK

ICONIC WASHINGTON D.C.
COLORING BOOK

ICONIC NEW YORK
COLORING BOOK

24 illustrations • 48 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-765-9 •
No. 85765

24 illustrations • 48 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-771-0 •
No. 85771

24 illustrations • 48 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-750-5 •
No. 85750

24 illustrations • 48 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $9.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-739-0 •
No. 85739

12-copy counter display: ISBN 978-1-57965766-6 • No. 85766

12-copy counter display: ISBN 978-1-57965774-1 • No. 85774

12-copy counter display: ISBN 978-1-57965752-9 • No. 85752

12-copy counter display: 978-1-57965-741-3 •
No. 85741
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New York Times
bestseller
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New York
Times and
USA Today
bestseller
50,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE FURNITURE BIBLE

DESIGN MOM

Everything You Need to Know to Identify,
Restore & Care for Furniture

gabrielle stanley blair

christophe pourny
foreword by martha stewart
“Encyclopedic in its scope, and unusual in its clear,
straightforward, and understandable approach.”
—Martha Stewart
A comprehensive guide to restoring, transforming,
preserving, and learning about your furniture, from
Christophe Pourny, Martha Stewart’s go-to restorer.
The perfect combination of hardworking info and a
glamorous package, this is a must-have for design
junkies and hobby woodworkers alike.

“Finally, there’s a book that provides professionallevel interior design advice and solutions aimed
specifically at families with children.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review
Gabrielle Stanley Blair, a mother of six and the force
behind DesignMom.com, believes design doesn’t
have to disappear when kids appear. In this, her first
book, Blair offers a room-by-room guide to keeping
your home sane, organized, creative, and stylish.
250 color photographs • 288 pages • 7O" x 9" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-571-6 •
No. 85571

BETTER THAN NEW
Lessons I’ve Learned from Saving Old Homes
(and How They Saved Me)

nicole curtis
“Inspiring. . . . Curtis’ energy, grit and love for the
hustle are infectious.” —BookPage
Part inspirational memoir, part self-help guide,
Better Than New tells the story of Nicole Curtis, an
entrepreneurial single mom who worked her way
from waitress and real estate agent to self-made
home renovation expert, preservationist, and star
of HGTV and DIY Network’s Rehab Addict.
75 color photographs • 224 pages • 7" x 9" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$27.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-667-6 • No. 85667

500 color photographs and illustrations •
304 pages • 7O" x 9O" • Paper-over-board • $35.00 • ISBN
978-1-57965-535-8 • No. 85535

THE RIGHT COLOR

RESTORING A HOUSE IN THE CITY

HOME BY NOVOGRATZ

eve ashcraft

A Guide to Renovating Town Houses,
Brownstones, and Row Houses

robert and cortney novogratz

“Definitive.” —Los Angeles Daily News
The ultimate guide to paint by the nation’s most
sought-after color consultant. Packed with trade
secrets, such as how to make a small room look
bigger, how to use color to brighten a space, and
how to use paint to resolve myriad architectural
challenges.
250 color photographs • 224 pages • 8V" x 9K" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-408-5 •
No. 85408

ingrid abramovitch
“A must for any designer or real-estate junkie.”
—Jonathan Adler
With lavishly illustrated tours of stately town
houses and brownstone ﬁxer-uppers, the book
spotlights 21 real-life renovations, and features a
treasury of useful information about all the nuts
and bolts of restoration.
More than 300 color photographs • 288 pages • 9X" x 11K" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-350-7 •
No. 85350

with elizabeth novogratz
foreword by julia roberts
“Inspires readers to make simple changes without
spending a ton of money.” —Los Angeles Times
Designers Robert and Cortney Novogratz teach
readers how to achieve the duo’s signature “vintage
modern” style.
More than 500 color photographs • 320 pages • 8½" x 9½" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-499-3 •
No. 85499
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JO HN DER IA N , legendary designer

“If anything is more worthy
of inclusion in our homes,
I’ve yet to think of it.”
—Anna Wintour

New York Times bestseller
Named a Best Gift Book of
the Year by Entertainment
Weekly, InStyle, and more

JOHN DERIAN started
his eponymous company in
New York City in 1989 and
employs a small staff of
artisans to assist with the
production of handmade
plates, platters, trays,
paperweights, coasters,
and bowls. His designs are
sold at his boutiques in
Manhattan, and in upscale
home stores, catalogs, and
gift shops worldwide.

JOHN DERIAN PICTURE BOOK

john derian

8-copy
Floor
Display

John Derian is an artist and designer who transforms printed
images from the past and in doing so transports the viewer to
another world. He does it with the simplest of objects and
techniques, but the effect is like alchemy. This collection of
Derian’s best-loved images is, in itself, a work of art.
350 color images • 368 pages • 11" x 14" • Hardcover, jacketed • $75.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-647-8 • No. 85647
8-copy floor display: $600.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-745-1 • No. 85745
4-copy counter display: $300.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-770-3 • No. 85770

From the team behind inspirational design site Remodelista.com
REMODELISTA,

founded in 2003 by Julie
Carlson and three designinfatuated friends, is the
go-to online authority
for home design lovers,
remodelers, architects,
and designers with a
sophisticated, well-edited
aesthetic. The Remodelista
team created and launched
sister site Gardenista.com
in 2012. Helmed by editor in
chief Michelle Slatalla, the
site has quickly become a
must-visit for exterior
design enthusiasts and was
named one of the “Top 25
New Sites of 2012” by Time.

GARDENISTA

REMODELISTA

The Definitive Guide to Stylish
Outdoor Spaces

A Manual for the
Considered Home

michelle slatalla

julie carlson with the

“The most gorgeous gardening
book I’ve seen in ages.”
—The Bookseller (UK)
The ultimate garden design manual,
featuring dozens of enviable gardens
in a wide range of styles, spaces, and
climates, this 400-page tome is
chock-full of advice on every aspect
of outdoor design.
400 color photographs • 408 pages •
7K" x 10N" • Paper-over-board • $40.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-652-2 • No. 85652
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63,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

Named a Best
Gift Book
for Gardeners
by the
New York Times
Book Review,
Los Angeles
Times, and
more

editors of remodelista

“A lovely and extremely useful
portfolio of houses, rooms and
products. . . . Terrific.”
—The New York Times
The definitive field guide to timeless,
beautiful, well-edited home design,
from the team behind Remodelista.com.

MAIN SELECTION OF THE HOMESTYLE
BOOKS BOOK CLUB
400 color photographs • 400 pages •
7K" x 10N" • Paper-over-board • $39.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-536-5 • No. 85536

REMODELISTA: THE
ORGANIZED HOME
Simple, Stylish Storage Ideas for
All Over the House

julie carlson and
margot guralnick
“Simple and joyful solutions for
dealing with clutter-prone spots
with style.” —The Washington Post
This new organizing bible shows
readers how to make the most of their
spaces—with more than 100 simple
and stylish tips for homes that are as
attractive as they are organized.
300 color photographs • 224 pages •
6½" x 9¼" • Paper-over-board • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-693-5 • No. 85693
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G R AC E B O NNEY, founder of mega design site DesignSponge.com
110,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

New York Times
bestseller
200,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

GRACE BONNEY

is the
founder of Design*Sponge,
a website dedicated to the
creative community, which
reaches nearly 2 million
readers per day. She runs
an annual scholarship for
up-and-coming designers,
writes a free business column
for creatives, and hosts a
weekly podcast, After the
Jump, which reaches over
500,000 listeners per
episode.

IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN

GOOD COMPANY

DESIGN*SPONGE AT HOME

The Community Issue (Issue 1)
Inspiration and Advice from over
100 Makers, Artists, and Entrepreneurs grace bonney

grace bonney

“While each woman’s story is unique,
their messages are universal.”
—Better Homes & Gardens
Empowering advice and inspiration
for women in creative businesses,
featuring interviews with and portraits
of 100 e xceptional leaders across a
diverse range of races, ages, backgrounds,
and industries.

A biannual journal of inspiration,
community, and practical advice for
creative women, beautifully
photographed and illustrated with
first-person essays, interviews, and
in-depth explorations of specific
fields and niches.
75 color photographs • 160 pages •
8N" x 10N" • Paperback • $18.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-842-7• No. 85842

More than 360 color photographs • 368 pages •
8” x 10” • Paper-over-board • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-597-6 • No. 85597

grace bonney
foreword by
jonathan adler
“A bible of hip homes, easy chic
projects, and smart decorating
ideas.” —Coastal Living
With 70 home tours, 50 DIY projects,
50 before-and-after makeovers,
20 flower arrangements, and more,
this 400-page tome is the decor bible
everyone has been waiting for, from
the beloved creator of Design*Sponge.
600 color photographs • 400 pages •
8" x 10" • Paper-over-board • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-431-3 • No. 85431

N ATHAN WIL LIAMS , founder of internationally renowned Kinfolk magazine
New York
Times
bestseller

65,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

122,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

100,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

NATHAN WILLIAMS

is the editor in chief of Kinfolk,
a slow lifestyle magazine
published quarterly by Ouur.
Founded in 2011, Kinfolk
maintains a vibrant
contributor base from
Copenhagen to Kyoto and
explores ways for readers to
simplify their lives, cultivate
community, and spend more
time with their friends
and families.

THE KINFOLK HOME

THE KINFOLK TABLE

Interiors for Slow Living

Recipes for Small Gatherings

THE KINFOLK
ENTREPRENEUR

nathan williams

nathan williams

Ideas for Meaningful Work

“This handsome volume . . . shows
how to create an environment
surrounded by meaningful objects
and designed to facilitate the
enjoyment of life.” —Library Journal
Nathan Williams, Kinfolk founder and
author of the bestselling Kinfolk Table,
welcomes readers into 35 considered,
beautiful, and intimate homes around
the world, from Copenhagen to Kyoto.
300 color photographs • 368 pages • 8" x 11" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 • ISBN
978-1-57965-665-2 • No. 85665

“A testament to slowing down
to enjoy a good meal with good
company.” —Celebrated Living
Celebrate the pleasures of sharing
satisfying meals with friends with
more than 80 simply artful recipes
from the creators of Kinfolk magazine,
a quarterly journal about understated,
unfussy entertaining.
225 color photographs • 86 recipes •
368 pages • 8" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$35.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-532-7 • No. 85532

nathan williams
Author Nathan Williams introduces
readers to 35 creative entrepreneurs
from around the world, offering an
inspiring look behind the scenes of
their lives and companies, sharing
their rituals, wisdom, and motivations
for success.
200 color photographs • 368 pages •
8" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-758-1 • No. 85758
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WHOLE BEAUTY

THE COOL FACTOR

Daily Rituals and Natural Recipes for
Lifelong Beauty and Wellness

A Guide to Achieving Effortless Style, with
Secrets from the Women Who Have It

shiva rose

andrea linett

“This book is literally life-changing. Shiva makes
us think about taking care of ourselves . . . step by
step.” —Molly Sims, actress, model, and author
of Everyday Chic

“Clothes that give you confidence.” —Redbook
“An excellent idea for a book. . . . Next time I spend
more than $40 on an article of clothing, I’ll run it
by Linett first.” —The New York Times

TRAVELS THROUGH THE
FRENCH RIVIERA
An Artist’s Guide to the Storied Coastline,
from Menton to Saint-Tropez

virginia johnson
“This book—like the French Riviera itself—
is full of its magical delights.”
—Deborah Needleman, former
editor in chief of T Magazine

The clean beauty movement has officially arrived
with this practical, inspiring, stunningly beautiful
guide to following a whole beauty practice at
home—including mindfulness rituals and more
than 50 recipes for masks, exfoliants, hair-care
products, and detoxes.

In this step-by-step, photo-packed guide, famed
personal stylist Andrea Linett offers easy-to-implement
tips that will change the way women dress—modeled by
real-life style icons like Kim Gordon of Sonic Youth and
Christene Barberich, founder of Refinery29.

125 color photographs • 304 pages • 7K" x 9O" •
Paper-over-board • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-772-7 •
No. 85772

300 color photographs • 224 pages •
7N" x 9K" • Paperback • $24.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-648-5 • No. 85648

A WILDER LIFE

WABI-SABI WELCOME

IN THE GARDEN OF MY DREAMS

A Season-by-Season Guide to
Getting in Touch with Nature

Learning to Embrace the Imperfect and
Entertain with Thoughtfulness and Ease

The Art of Nathalie Lété

celestine maddy

julie pointer adams

with abbye churchill

“The new book that’s becoming our natural
beauty obsession.” —Vogue.com
From the team behind the popular Wilder Quarterly
comes this beautiful oversized lifestyle book that
gives readers indispensable ideas for interacting
with the great outdoors, from planting a nightblooming garden to tinting your clothes with natural
dyes to cultivating butterflies in your backyard.
125 color photographs and illustrations • 256 pages • 8¾" x 11" •
Paperback • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-593-8 • No. 85593
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“Encourages us to chill out and enjoy
the moment.” —Food & Wine

Virginia Johnson captures the magic of the French
Riviera in this comprehensive and lushly illustrated
guide to the must-visit destination.
200 illustrations • 208 pages • 6N" x 9N"•
Paper-over-board • $19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-737-6 •
No. 85737

nathalie lété
“Who needs Prozac if you have In the Garden of
My Dreams? Lété’s bright folk art [is] . . . quite the
antidote for the winter blues.” —Kirkus Reviews

Filled with unexpected ideas and recipes, tips for
creating an unfussy environment, and visits to select
homes around the world where the Japanese
principle of wabi-sabi is woven into daily life,
Wabi-Sabi Welcome is a new way of entertaining.

In this beautiful, cloth-covered collection, the iconic
French artist shares over 200 of her best-loved
paintings, each capturing her unique and
spellbinding aesthetic that is so distinctive and
widely appealing that she has become a global brand.

150 color photographs • 272 pages • 7K" x 9O" • Paper-over-board
with exposed spine • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-699-7 • No. 85699

More than 200 color images and two sticker sheets •
208 pages • 8" x 11" • Cloth-covered paper-over-board • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-721-5 • No. 85721

BEAUT I F UL B OOKS TO IN SPIRE & IN STRUCT
RECENTLY
PUBLISHED
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#1 New York Times
bestseller
79,000
COPIES
IN PRINT
Now in
paperback!

NEW ART

DEAR CLIENT
This Book Will Teach You How to Get What
You Want from Creative People

bonnie siegler
“The top dos and don’ts of working with creative
people. Or, how not to be an asshole client.”
—FastCoDesign.com
Award-winning graphic designer Bonnie Siegler
offers an invaluable step-by-step guide to how to
talk so creatives will listen, and how to listen when
creatives talk.
208 pages • 5K" x 8" • Paperback • $16.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-833-5 • No. 85833

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO
BEFORE YOU DIE?
Moving, Unexpected, and Inspiring Answers
to Life’s Most Important Question

the buried life

ben nemtin, dave lingwood,
duncan penn, and jonnie penn

If you had one day to live, what would you do?
Here is an illustrated collection of 150 of the most
moving, imaginative, amusing, and thoughtprovoking things to do before you die.
140 color hand-drawn illustrations and 15 color photographs •
176 pages • 7" x 9W" • Paperback • $16.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-878-6 • No. 85878

THE NEW CHRISTMAS TREE
24 Dazzling Trees and Over 100 Handcrafted
Projects for an Inspired Holiday

carrie brown
“One of those fabulous books that inspires you
to start making things right away—even if you’re
not crafty.” —Parade
Each spectacular tree design is easily replicated,
with step-by-step instructions for crafting
coordinating ornaments, garlands, and toppers,
plus advice on selecting the right tree, choosing
lights, and more.
525 photographs • 296 pages • 8" x 10" • Paper-over-board •
$29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-591-4 • No. 85591

New York Times
bestseller

New York Times
bestseller

91,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

LOVABLE LIVABLE HOME

YOUNG HOUSE LOVE

MARRAKESH BY DESIGN

How to Add Beauty, Get Organized,
and Make Your House Work for You

243 Ways to Paint, Craft, Update
& Show Your Home Some Love

Decorating with All the Colors, Patterns,
and Magic of Morocco

sherry and john petersik

sherry and john petersik

maryam montague

“Family-friendly, do-it-yourself home decorating. . . .
Modern and budget-sensitive with comfortable,
highly functional rooms that are not overdecorated.
The authors hit the mark on relaxed living in theory
and execution.” —Publishers Weekly
Sherry and John Petersik, authors of the New York
Times bestseller Young House Love, are back—with a
real-life guide to creating a home full of function
and style, packed with home tours, DIY projects,
and down-to-earth advice from two DIYers who’ve
done it all.

“The king and queen of D.I.Y.” —Redbook
Hundreds of stylish, deceptively simple, budgetfriendly ideas for sprucing up a home, from the
beloved couple behind YoungHouseLove.com.
Whether an experienced decorator or a total
novice, on a tight budget or with money to spend,
any homeowner or apartment dweller will find
ideas here.

“How to spice up your house—even if you
can’t shop the souk.” —Family Circle
The author of the award-winning blog My Marrakesh
explains how to add Morocco’s spicy design mix into
your own home—from the colors, patterns, and
textiles to the archways, fountains, and gardens.
300 color photographs • 264 pages, 8½" x 9½" • Paperback •
$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-736-9 • No. 85736

More than 300 color photographs; 120 illustrations •
336 pages • 7½" x 8½" • Paper-over-board •$27.50 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-478-8 • No. 85478

350 color photographs • 336 pages • 7½" x 8½" • Paper-over-board •
$27.50 • ISBN 978-1-57965-622-5 • No. 85622
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WHAT' S A      TO DO? A S K AN E X PE RT!

69,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

WHAT’S A HOSTESS TO DO?

141,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

WHAT’S A DISORGANIZED PERSON
TO DO?

313 Ideas and Inspirations for Effortless
Entertaining, Including 121 Recipes for
Spectacular Party Food

317 Ideas, Tips, Projects, and Lists to Unclutter
Your Home and Streamline Your Life

susan spungen

stacey platt

“A refreshing modern perspective and sensibility.”
—GoodHousekeeping.com
This indispensable guide teaches readers everything
they need to know to host a party effortlessly and
with elegance.
150 color photographs and illustrations throughout •
121 recipes • 288 pages • 6" x 8" • Paperback • $17.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-368-2 • No. 85368

“A great book.” —Apartment Therapy
A treasury of empowering ways to get and stay
organized, from entryway to kitchen, kids’ room
to car.
200 color photographs and illustrations • 288 pages •
6" x 8" • Paperback • $16.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-372-9 •
No. 85372

134,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

WHAT’S A COOK TO DO?
An Illustrated Guide to 484 Essential Tools,
Tips, Techniques & Tricks

james peterson
“Useful for anyone looking to master the basics . . .
even veterans are bound to learn something.”
—The New York Times
Peeling, chopping, carving, blending, and
whipping—it’s all covered in this indispensable
reference from master teacher and award-winning
author James Peterson.
350 color photographs • 432 pages • 6" x 8" • Paperback •
$16.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-318-7 • No. 85318

WHAT’S A WINE LOVER TO DO?

WHAT’S A GOLFER TO DO?

WHAT’S A HOMEOWNER TO DO?

An Illustrated Guide with 334 Essential
Oenophile Pointers and Tips

343 Techniques, Tips & Tricks
from the Best Pros

442 Things You Should Know

wes marshall

ron kaspriske and the editors of
golf digest

“Wes Marshall is a marvelous guide.”
—Robert Mondavi
Wine lover and writer Wes Marshall helps readers
explore the world of wine with hundreds of tips
covering pronunciations, tasting guides, maps, and
much more.
200 color photographs and illustrations • 384 pages • 6" x 8" •
Paperback • $17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-370-5 • No. 85370
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“A treasure trove for golfers of all levels.”
—Tee Times magazine
Beginners, weekend duffers, and country club
regulars alike will benefit from this portable, richly
illustrated volume of advice.
200 color photographs • 256 pages • 6" x 8" • Paperback •
$16.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-373-6 • No. 85373

stephen fanuka
and edward lewine
“Chock-full of DIY advice to help guys and guy-less
gals tackle all the hassles houses can throw at
them.” —The Denver Post
This comprehensive guide to home maintenance
and repair tells you when it’s time for routine
maintenance, which repairs you can easily do
yourself, and how to talk with a contractor,
repairman, or hardware-store clerk.
11 color photographs and 250 line drawings • 432 pages • 6" x 8"
• Paperback • $17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-433-7 • No. 85433
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N E W Y E A R , N E W YO U

91,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE FLOWER RECIPE BOOK

THE JEWELRY RECIPE BOOK

100 Magical, Sculptural, Seasonal
Arrangements

Transforming Ordinary Materials
into Stylish and Distinctive Earrings,
Bracelets, Necklaces, and Pins

alethea harampolis and jill
rizzo of studio choo
“A beautifully illustrated and practical guide to
fresh-flower arranging.” —The New York Times
Flower arranging has never been simpler or more
appealing, thanks to these 100 arrangements. Each
“flower recipe” includes an ingredient list, clear
instructions, and photographs showing how to place
every stem.
400 color photographs • 272 pages • 8" x 9N" • Paper-overboard • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-530-3 • No. 85530

nancy soriano
“If you can follow a recipe, you can make a bracelet,
necklace or earrings.” —Dallas Morning News
Homemade jewelry never looked so good! Step-bystep instructions and detailed photographs show
readers how to make pieces loaded with originality
and style. More than 100 “recipes” use materials
including beads, lace, metal, and even bobby pins.

CAN YOU BE HAPPY FOR
100 DAYS IN A ROW?
The #100HappyDays Challenge

dmitry golubnichy
With 100 simple, joyful, unexpected ways to make
a habit of being happy (“Thank your mail carrier,”
“Cook something new,” “Hug it out”), this daily
illustrated guide—based on the viral online
movement—will help readers find happiness in
their everyday lives.
100 illustrations • 240 pages • 6" x 6" • Paperback • $14.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-715-4 • No. 85715

FEATURED IN CRAFTER’S CHOICE BOOK CLUB
425 color photographs • 224 pages • 8" x 9N" • Paper-overboard • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-618-8 • No. 85618

New York Times
bestseller
123,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

BRANCHES & BLOOMS

THE PLANT RECIPE BOOK

THE NEW HEALTH RULES

A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Magical
Centerpieces, Wreaths, Garlands, and Other
Unexpected Arrangements

100 Living Arrangements for Any Home
in Any Season

Simple Changes to Achieve
Whole-Body Wellness

baylor chapman

frank lipman, m.d.,
and danielle claro

alethea harampolis and jill
rizzo of studio choo
“Genius . . . stunning.” —Good Housekeeping
A step-by-step guide to making wreaths, wall
hangings, and other branch-based decorations
all year long, from the authors of The Flower
Recipe Book. Organized by seasons, each project
is presented in a clear, recipe-like format with
ingredients lists, numbered instructions, and
photographs.
400 color photographs • 272 pages • 8" x 9N" •
Paperback • $19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-761-1 • No. 85761

“An ingredient-by-ingredient approach
to gardening . . . undeniably beautiful.”
—The New York Times
Baylor Chapman provides simple steps to create
stunning living plant décor. Perfect for readers of
every skill level, a basic how-to chapter provides
planting techniques that yield professional, longlasting results.
400 color photographs • 272 pages • 8" x 9N" • Paper-overboard • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-551-8 • No. 85551

“The new manifesto for how to eat well, feel
good, and live long.” —Mark Hyman, M.D.,
bestselling author of The Blood Sugar Solution
Renowned integrative doctor Frank Lipman
presents more than 100 actionable changes that
will improve every aspect of our health—body,
mind, and soul. Packaged in a format that is smart,
photographic, inspiring, and easy to understand.
Color photographs throughout • 224 pages • 5N" x 7N" •
Paperback • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-759-8 • No. 85759
Also available in hardcover: $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-573-0 • No. 85573
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knitting , crafts & hobbies

S U SAN B . AN DE R SO N , award-winning knitting instructor

SUSAN B. ANDERSON’S

adorable and easy-to-re-create
projects are a dream for knitters
looking to make toys, clothes,
accessories, and more for
children. She writes her popular
knitting blog at susanbanderson
.blogspot.com and teaches
award-winning courses on
Craftsy.com and at workshops
throughout the country.

SUSAN B. ANDERSON’S
KIDS’ KNITTING WORKSHOP

TOPSY-TURVY INSIDE-OUT KNIT TOYS

The Easiest and Most Effective Way
to Learn to Knit!

susan b. anderson

Magical Two-in-One Reversible Projects

“Anderson . . . has a great eye for detail that makes each
design extra squee-able cute.” —Knitty.com

susan b. anderson
“This is the best how-to-knit book for kids I’ve seen
in a long time.” —Knitty
This fun and friendly introduction to knitting for kids
from award-winning knitting instructor Susan B.
Anderson features step-by-step illustrated tutorials on
knitting in the round (the easiest and most successful
way to learn) and 17 progressively challenging knitting
projects. Kids will be knitting independently in no time!

Susan B. Anderson’s fifth book turns the spotlight on
“reversibles”: knitted projects that are two toys in one.
This collection of a dozen delightful toys includes a dog
in a doghouse, a tiny hidden fairy, and pigs in a blanket,
plus 16 tutorials explaining special techniques.
225 color photographs and 12 line drawings • 144 pages •
6K" x 8K" • Paper-over-board, concealed Wire-O •
$17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-460-3 • No. 85460

Color photographs and illustrations throughout • 200 pages •
7" x 8" • Paper-over-board, concealed Wire-O • $17.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-590-7 • No. 85590

69,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

ITTY-BITTY HATS

ITTY-BITTY TOYS

ITTY-BITTY NURSERY

SPUD & CHLOË AT THE FARM

Cute and Cuddly Caps to Knit
for Babies and Toddlers

How to Knit Animals, Dolls,
and Other Playthings for Kids

Sweet, Adorable Knits for
Baby and Beyond

susan b. anderson

susan b. anderson

susan b. anderson

susan b. anderson

“So cute!” —The Dallas Morning News
Nearly 40 irresistible designs for
infants and toddlers—fun, hip,
creative patterns with decorative
flourishes that are witty, whimsical,
and undeniably unique.
75 color photographs and illustrations •
176 pages • 7" x 9K" • Paper-over-board,
concealed Wire-O • $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-295-1 • No. 85295
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“A collection of amazing feats
of knitting.” —Knit Simple
Knitters of all levels will feel good
about making these adorable
hand-knit playthings, including
animal friends, finger puppets, clever
twists on classics, and five amazing
reversibles.
75 color photographs and 50 line drawings •
176 pages • 7" x 9K" • Paper-over-board,
concealed Wire-O • $17.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-376-7 • No. 85376

“Utterly charming.” —BookPage
Whether asleep, playing in the
nursery, or on the go, babies need
knits like these. Here are 40 projects
that are utterly charming and very
usable: baby sets and toys, stroller
blankets, and much more.
70 color photographs and 50 line drawings •
176 pages • 7" x 9K" • Paper-over-board,
concealed Wire-O • $17.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-334-7 • No. 85334

“You will (k)not be able to resist!”
—Kiwi magazine
Follow Spud, a feisty pet sheep, and
Chloë, his perky owner, through
13 farm-centric knitting projects for
the perfect homespun toys, plus a
fun read-aloud story.
45 color photographs and 42 color illustrations •
112 pages • 6O" x 8N" • Paper-over-board •
$13.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-430-6 • No. 85430

for the animal lover
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E LI AS WEISS FRIEDMAN, New York Times bestselling photographer
New York Times
bestseller

66,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

126,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

ELIAS WEISS
FRIEDMAN is the New York

Times bestselling author of
The Dogist and the creator of
the wildly successful online
brand of the same name.
Friedman launched
TheDogist.com in 2013;
it now boasts more than
2.5 million followers across
all social media platforms.
Friedman lives in New York
City, but his work
photographing dogs takes
him around the world.

THE DOGIST

THE DOGIST PUPPIES

Photographic Encounters with 1,000 Dogs

elias weiss friedman

elias weiss friedman
“Elias’s photos are a joy. Full of personality and fun.”
—William Wegman
The ultimate gift for dog lovers, this beautiful, funny,
and moving tribute to the beloved canines in our lives
features 800 irresistible photographs from Elias
Weiss Freidman (aka The Dogist).

FEATURED IN THE LITERARY GUILD
AND DOUBLEDAY BOOK CLUB GIFT FLYERS
800 color photographs • 304 pages • 8" x 8" • Hardcover,
jacketed • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-671-3 • No. 85671

“300 pages of cuteness.” —Los Angeles Times
“You can feel your blood pressure lowering
with every page.” —People
In this cuddly, crazy-cute follow-up to the New York
Times bestseller The Dogist, Friedman captures the
floppy ears, fluffy coats, round bellies, and oversized
paws of hundreds of personality-filled pups. A
must-have gift for dog lovers!
More than 800 color photographs • 304 pages • 8" x 8" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-743-7 •
No. 85743
Also available in paperback (see page 21): $14.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-869-4 • No. 85869

#1 New York Times
bestseller

USA Today bestseller
BOOKS FOR A BETTER
LIFE AWARD FINALIST
104,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

MENSWEAR DOG PRESENTS
THE NEW CLASSICS
Fresh Looks for the Modern Man

david fung & yena kim
“A must for people who love clothes, dogs, and
dogs in clothes (read: everyone).” —Nylon
A practical guide to men’s style, with a twist: each of
the timeless looks is modeled by Bodhi, the Shiba Inu
behind the beloved blog Menswear Dog. Readers will
learn how to get the right fit, when to splurge and
when to save, the basics of clothing care, and so
much more.
More than 400 photographs and illustrations •
160 pages • 6N" x 8K" • Paper-over-board • $16.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-616-4 • No. 85616

DOGS WE LOVE

edited by michael j. rosen
“Lavish and beautiful.” —The New Yorker
Acclaimed dog-devoted writers celebrate the joys
of canine companionship. Humorous, endearing
photographs add to this touching, witty tribute.
With essays by Edward Albee, Jane Smiley,
Armistead Maupin, Ann Beattie, Bob Shacochis,
Danny Shanahan, and others.
35 black-and-white photographs • 176 pages • 6" x 7" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $15.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-358-3 •
No. 85358

DO UNTO ANIMALS
A Friendly Guide to How Animals Live,
and How We Can Make Their Lives Better

tracey stewart

illustrations by lisel ashlock

“Delightful, entertaining, and hugely important . . .
the perfect gift for all who love animals.” —Jane
Goodall, PhD, DBE
A heartfelt and richly illustrated guide to the animals
in our world—at home, in the backyard, and on the
farm—that offers insight into their secret lives and
the kindest ways to live with and alongside them. A
sweet manifesto of loving-kindness, Do Unto Animals
is a gift for animal lovers of all stripes.

FEATURED IN BOOKSPAN’S 2015 HOLIDAY ENCLOSURE
300 illustrations • 200 pages • 7K" x 9" • Paperback with flaps •
$19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-623-2 • No. 85623
6-copy counter display: $119.70 • ISBN 978-1-57965-675-1 •
No. 85675
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for families and kids

AMANDA KI N G LOFF, kids’ crafting guru

AMANDA KINGLOFF is
the former lifestyle director at
Parents magazine, where she
oversaw all DIY content for the
brand. Before joining Parents,
Kingloff worked as a crafter
and producer for lifestyle
personality Katie Brown. She
now posts fresh craft ideas
weekly at ProjectKid.com and
regularly contributes to a
multitude of national magazine
publications.

PROJECT KID

PROJECT KID: CRAFTS THAT GO!

100 Ingenious Crafts for Family Fun

60 Imaginative Projects That Fly, Sail,
Race, and Dive

amanda kingloff
“Unique, family-friendly projects. . . .
Pick up a copy and you’ll be DIY-ing in no time!”
—Scholastic Parent & Child

amanda kingloff
“Full of toys to make with your kids. Talk about
maximum play value!” —FamilyFun

This bigger, smarter, hipper family craft book has it
all: 100(!) stylish, inventive projects; step-by-step
photographs and easy-to-follow instructions;
ingenious uses for upcycled objects and materials
(did you ever think a body-wash bottle would make a
perfect rocket ship?); and a fresh, modern look.
400 color photographs • 272 pages • 8" x 9" • Paperback •
$19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-742-0 • No. 85742
Also available in hardcover: $22.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-514-3 •
No. 85514

Satisfy your children’s endless fascination with vehicles
with the first family craft book to capture the excitement
of dump trucks, space shuttles, submarines, freight
trains, and more, all in one collection. From kitchen
sponge tugboats to cracker box circus trains, all of the
ingenious projects feature clear instructions and
step-by-step photographs wherever they are needed.
360 color photographs and illustrations throughout • 272 pages •
8" x 9" • Paperback • $19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-683-6 • No. 85683

136,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

PARENT’S
GUIDE TO
CHILDREN’S
MEDIA
AWARD
WINNER
210,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

KIDS KNITTING

AMERICA KNITS

TEEN KNITTING CLUB

CHOOSING COURAGE

melanie falick

melanie falick

Chill Out and Knit

Inspiring True Stories of What It
Means to Be a Hero

“Give this charming book to a child
and you may find it hard to keep
your own hands off!” —Vogue
Knitting International
Through 15 easy projects, using
straightforward language and
step-by-step instructions, kids of all
ages learn the basics of knitting. From
swatches to sweaters, cast on and
bind off for adventures.
40 color photographs and 50 color
illustrations • 128 pages • 8" x 9" • Paperback
with flaps • $15.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-241-8 •
No. 85241
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photographs by chris
hartlove
“A great read . . . the photos are
so full of color and texture they’ll
make your fingers itch to start your
own scarf or afghan.” —Glamour
Profiles of dozens of knitters,
spinners, dyers, and sheep breeders
and 30 original patterns, from basic
to advanced and from traditional to
contemporary.
175 color photographs • 30 original patterns •
224 pages • 9" x 12" • Paperback • $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-287-6 • No. 85287

jennifer wenger, carol
abrams, and maureen
lasher
“Cool and stylish.” —Vogue Knitting
Thirty-five hip projects for teens,
from stylish scarves to funky tank
tops. Includes unique
embellishments to personalize every
project and stories from teen knitters.
More than 50 color photographs • 144 pages •
7" x 9N" • Paper-over-board, concealed
Wire-O • $17.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-244-9 •
No. 85244

peter collier
“Convey[s] the bravery that compels
certain individuals to rise above
their fear to protect and save
others.” —School Library Journal
Gripping accounts of 20 individuals
who won the Congressional Medal of
Honor, ranging from World War II to the
military conflicts of the 21st century, for
middle-grade readers ages 10 and up.
125 black-and-white photographs • 272 pages •
5W" x 8N" • Paperback • $8.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-705-5 • No. 85705
Also available in hardcover: 125 black-andwhite photographs • 240 pages • 6¾ x 9 •
$18.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-596-9 • No. 85596
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From SCOT T GUSTAFSO N , award-winning illustrator and bestselling author
RECENTLY
PUBLISHED

CLASSIC STORYBOOK
FABLES

scott gustafson
“Readers will be entranced by
the striking attention to detail in
the artwork accompanying these
stories of love, cleverness, and just
deserts.” —Publishers Weekly
In this beautifully illustrated collection
that will delight children and adults
alike, the master illustrator turns his
attention to classic fables and other
family favorites, including “Beauty
and the Beast,” “The Ugly Duckling,”
and “The Boy Who Cried Wolf.”

2003 CHESLEY
AWARD
FOR BOOK
ILLUSTRATION

2008 IPPY
SILVER, BEST
CHILDREN’S
PICTURE BOOK

355,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

190,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

CLASSIC FAIRY TALES

illustrated by
scott gustafson
A lavishly illustrated, enchanting
collection of 10 of the best-loved fairy
tales, chosen and edited by the artist.
Belongs on every child’s bookshelf.
75 full-color paintings • 10 best-loved stories •
144 pages • 10K" x 12" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-686-7 •
No. 85686

FAVORITE NURSERY
RHYMES FROM
MOTHER GOOSE

birgitta ralston
“More than mere snow play, [these projects are]
snow engineering.” —USA Today
This family-oriented snow craft book gives clear
instructions for building crazy creatures, playing
challenging games, and sculpting outrageous
spaces in color photographs, step-by-step text, and
explanatory line drawings.
150 color photographs and illustrations • 112 pages • 6K" x 8K" •
Paper-over-board • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-405-4 • No. 85405

Foreword
Review ’s 2014
Indiefab Book
of the Year

CLASSIC BEDTIME STORIES

scott gustafson

illustrated by
scott gustafson
From nonsense to lessons learned,
these 45 rhymes include the very
well known (“The Itsy Bitsy Spider”)
and the somewhat familiar (“Hickety,
Pickety”). The truly fantastic pictures
speak more than a thousand words.
60 full-color paintings • 45 rhymes •
100 pages • 10K" x 12" • Hardcover, jacketed •
$19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-698-0 • No. 85698

“A gorgeous gift for families with
young children—or for people who
simply love the best of illustrative
art.” —Orson Scott Card
Scott Gustafson has retold his
favorite tales in this gorgeous
oversized collection. The characters
and animals practically leap off the
pages and keep readers smiling even
as they teach about diversity,
tolerance, and the Golden Rule.
Full-color paintings • 84 pages • 10K" x 12" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-760-4 • No. 85760

48 full-color paintings • 84 pages •
10K" x 12" • Hardcover, jacketed • $19.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-704-8 • No. 85704

SNOW PLAY

2014
MOONBEAM
AWARDS GOLD
MEDAL WINNER,
PICTURE BOOK
FOR ALL AGES

COZY’S COMPLETE GUIDE
TO GIRLS’ HAIR

An Alphabet Book

cozy friedman with sheryl berk

sara midda

“Lovely locks guaranteed in under 10 minutes.”
—Working Mother magazine
Cozy Friedman strives to give each girl the best look
to fit her style and personality, recommending
products, methods, and tools for each hair type and
including step-by-step instructions for how to cut hair
at home and how to fix bad-hair days.
150 color photographs and illustrations • 200 pages •
7K" x 8" • Paper-over-board, concealed Wire-O • $17.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-422-1 • No. 85422

HOW TO BUILD AN A

“A fun way to learn the ABCs.” —Parents
W stands for WOW! It’s a book, a puzzle, a letterbuilding kit—and best of all, a great way to learn the
ABCs. Includes 11 fully safety-tested foam pieces to
build the alphabet and a mesh bag for easy cleanup.
For ages 2 and up.
Color illustrations, die-cut foam shapes in mesh bag • 56 pages •
7" x 7" • Paper-over-board • $19.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-378-1 •
No. 85378
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125,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

SCOTLAND:
WHERE GOLF IS GREAT

THE 500 WORLD’S
GREATEST GOLF HOLES

james w. finegan

george peper
and the editors of
golf magazine

“Such a treat.” —Los Angeles Times
Every golfer who’s worth his favorite putter knows
where golf is great: Scotland, the birthplace of the
game. This indispensable volume is the most
luxurious, entertaining, informative, and exhaustive
book on the courses of Scotland, golf’s most
important shrine.
More than 350 color photographs • 272 pages • 11O" x 9AA/af" •
Paperback • $25.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-428-3 • No. 85428

See page 42 for What’s a Golfer to Do?

TRUE LINKS
An Illustrated Guide to the Glories
of the World’s 246 Links Courses

george peper and
malcolm campbell

“A wonderful wish book for worldly, itinerant
golfers.” —Publishers Weekly
Visit golf holes that inspire, challenge, and excite.
Whether you are looking for one in particular or are
just particular about great golf holes, this allembracing book offers a chance to tee up at the
world’s best—without ever leaving home.
More than 800 color photographs and 18 schematics •
456 pages • 9O" x 9O" • Paperback with flaps • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-237-1 • No. 85237

foreword by tom watson
“Written with authority, insight, and passion.”
—James W. Finegan, author of Where Golf Is Great
From St. Andrews to Bandon Dunes, this concise
and entertaining tour of the world’s best links
courses captures the essence of links golf with
stunning photographs and informative text by two
writers who know the game inside and out.
More than 300 color photographs and maps •
320 pages • 11" x 11" • Hardcover, jacketed • $40.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-395-8 • No. 85395

FO R TH E H I STO RY B U FF
New York
Times
bestseller
354,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

AMERICA THE INGENIOUS
How a Nation of Dreamers, Immigrants,
and Tinkerers Changed the World

kevin baker
“Baker, inspired master of the historical novel,
celebrates America’s moxie in this kaleidoscopic
canon of invention and innovation.”
—Sam Roberts, The New York Times
This captivating book tells the remarkable stories
behind 76 of the most intriguing, important, and
ingenious inventions realized in America—who
dreamed them up, how they came to be, and their
impact on the nation and the world. Sure to satisfy
the curiosity of history buffs and generalists alike.
More than 100 illustrations • 320 pages • 7K" x 9" • Hardcover,
jacketed • $29.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-694-2 • No. 85694

MEDAL OF HONOR, REVISED
& UPDATED 3RD ED.
Portraits of Valor Beyond the Call of Duty

photographs by nick del calzo
text by peter collier
““Nothing means as much to me as the time I’ve
spent with the Medal of Honor recipients you
will read about in this book.” —Tom Brokaw
This updated edition commemorates the
150th anniversary of the medal and features new
recipients. Also with letters from all living
presidents up to and including President Obama.
290 color photographs • 376 pages • 10" x 11V" •
Hardcover, jacketed • $50.00 • ISBN 978-1-57965-746-8 •
No. 85746

See page 48 for Choosing Courage
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HOUSES OF THE FOUNDING FATHERS
The Men Who Made America
and the Way They Lived

hugh howard
original photography by
roger straus iii
“A smart, elegantly conceived book.”
—Douglas Brinkley
A lushly illustrated, riveting tour of 39 stately
mansions and the private domestic worlds of the
Founding Fathers who inhabited them.
More than 400 new color photographs; more than
100 archival photographs, line drawings, maps, and diagrams •
368 pages • 9Y" x 9Y" • Paperback with flaps • $26.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-510-5 • No. 85510

COOL & QU IRKY GIFTS FOR MEN

|

BAC K LIST

53,000
COPIES
IN PRINT

THE GREAT OUTDOORS:
A USER’S GUIDE

A MAN & HIS WATCH
Iconic Watches and Stories from the
Men Who Wore Them

Everything You Need to Know Before
Heading into the Wild (and How to Get Back
in One Piece)

matt hranek
“I’ve paged through stacks of books on the
history of watches. . . . But I hadn’t come across
a book that actually moved me until I picked up
A Man & His Watch.” —David Farber, T: The New
York Times Style Magazine
Author Matt Hranek captures dozens of
extraordinary timepieces and the stories of the
men who cherished them—with stunning
photographs and firsthand interviews with figures
such as Ralph Lauren, Sylvester Stallone, Eric
Ripert, and many more.
More than 100 color photographs • 216 pages • 7" x 11" •
Paper-over-board with slipcase • $35.00 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-714-7 • No. 85714

brendan leonard
“Leonard’s durable tome (seriously, the cover is
rubber) is stuffed with so many tips about surviving
in the wild, you’ll be able to leave your smartphone
behind.” —Entertainment Weekly, Best New Books
Become the master of Mother Nature with this
reliable guide to outdoor adventures—including
hiking, skiing, camping, rock climbing, and kayaking—
with the techniques to master, safety precautions to
take, the gear to pack (and the junk not to!), and more.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WHISKY
An Expert Compendium to Take Your
Passion and Knowledge to the Next Level

hans offringa
“This book is a must for all lovers
of whisky.” —Charles MacLean, author and
founding editor of Whisky Magazine
With 324 easily digestible entries, plus hundreds of
color photographs and maps, this all-encompassing
tome by internationally renowned whisky expert Hans
Offringa explains everything modern whisky drinkers
need to know about their favorite spirit.
230 color photographs • 320 pages • 6" x 8" • Paper-over-board •
$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-751-2 • No. 85751

75 illustrations • 320 pages • 6" x 9" • PVC flexibound •
$24.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-707-9 • No. 85707

137,500
COPIES
IN PRINT

New York
Times
bestseller
Men’s
Health
Best
Beach
Reads for
Sports
Fans

ON THE ORIGINS OF
SPORTS
The Early History and
Original Rules of Everybody’s
Favorite Games

gary belsky and neil fine
“Fascinating.” —Men’s Health
This illustrated collection brings
together the original rules of
21 games we love and the fascinating
stories of where they came from. It’s
history, trivia, reference, and the fun
of sports, all in one.
More than 200 illustrations • 256 pages •
6" x 9" • Paper-over-board • $19.95 •
978-1-57965-684-3 • No. 85684
6-copy counter display: $119.70 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-706-2 • No. 85706

MAN UP!

UP YOUR GAME!

TAXIDERMY ART

367 Classic Skills for the
Modern Guy

Skills, Tips, and Strategies to
Achieve Total Sports Mastery

paul o’donnell

gary belsky and neil fine

A Rogue’s Guide to the Work,
the Culture, and How to Do It
Yourself

“Paul O’Donnell is here to save
‘mankind.’” —New York Daily News
In the guys’ ultimate man-ual for
living, Paul O’Donnell and his team of
experts impart their advice on
everything from careers and
relationships to grooming and gaming.
150 illustrations • 336 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-391-0 •
No. 85391
6-copy counter display: $89.70 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-810-6 • No. 85811

This ultimate handbook by the New
York Times bestselling authors of On
the Origins of Sports features all the
skills, tricks, and intel that every
sports fan needs—from shooting a
free throw to nabbing an autograph—
with over 150 easy-to-digest entries,
plus step-by-step illustrations,
charts, and lists.
100 illustrations • 280 pages • 5" x 7" •
Paperback • $14.95 • ISBN 978-1-57965-740-6 •
No. 85740

robert marbury
“Eye-popping and informative.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Taxidermy art is like nothing you’ve
seen before. This captivating survey
features nearly 100 stunning pieces
from the most in-demand artists
working in the medium, plus
illustrated workshops to get readers
started on their own work.
100 color photographs and 60 color
illustrations • 240 pages • 6N" x 8K" •
Paper-over-board • $18.95 •
ISBN 978-1-57965-558-7 • No. 85558
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Tel: (61 3) 8520-6444
Fax: (61 3) 8520-6422
info@hardiegrant.com.au
europe

Helen Kaminski & Co.
Tel: 845-626-0001
Fax: 845-626-0001
hkaminsky@hvc.rr.com

Bill Bailey Publishers’ Representatives
Tel: (44) 1626 331 079
Fax: (44) 1626 331 080
info@billbaileypubreps.co.uk

n. ca, n. nv, or, wa, ak, id

latin america, caribbean,

Fine Lines Company
200 SW Michigan Street
Suite 213
Seattle, WA 98106
Tel: 206-763-6957
Fax: 206-763-3069
info@finelinescompany.com
www.finelinescompany.com

south america

upstate ny

InterMediaAmericana Ltd.
David Williams
Tel: (44) 20 7274 7113
sales@intermediaamericana.com

united kingdom

Melia Publishing Services
One St. Peter’s Road
Maidenhead, Berkshire
SL6 7QU England
Tel: (44) 1628 633 673
Fax: (44) 1628 635 562
melia@melia.co.uk
all other export orders

Workman Publishing, Inc.
225 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014-4381
Attn: Sara High
Tel: 212-614-7757
Fax: 212-614-7704
international.inquiries@workman.com
international rights

Kristina Peterson, Director
International Publishing
Tel: 212-614-5617
Fax: 212-614-7704
international.inquiries@workman.com
library / school sales

Annie Mazes
Adult Library/Academic Sales &
Marketing
225 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014-4381
Tel: 212-614-7572
Fax: 800-344-3482
amazes@workman.com
Trevor Ingerson
Children’s/YA School & Library
Sales & Marketing
225 Varick Street
New York, NY 10014-4381
Tel: 212-614-5604
Fax: 800-344-3482
trevor@workman.com
consumer orders

Consumers who are unable to obtain
our merchandise locally may order
by mail at full list price. Full payment
must accompany your order. Please
add $4.75 to cover postage and
handling for the first item and 50¢
for each additional item. Local sales
tax must also be paid on purchases
made in the following states: MA,
MI, MN, NC, NY, TX & WA.
return policy

Workman Publishing will not be
responsible for any products that are
not distributed by Workman.
For other information about ordering
and terms, please consult the Workman catalog.

A division of Workman Publishing Co., Inc
225 Varick Street, New York, NY 10014-4381
212.254.5900 • 800.722.7202 • artisanbooks.com • @artisan_books
Front cover photograph of koji and contents page photograph of kombuchas by Evan Sung, from
Foundations of Flavor: The Noma Guide to Fermentation • back cover photograph by Marcus Nilsson, from Estela

